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ABSTRACT 

           In this research we have Prepared same nanomaterials such as zinc oxide 

(ZnO), copper oxide (CuO) by Precipitation method and iron oxide (Fe٢O٣) by a 

modified sol-gel method have special physicochemical properties. We used this 

nanomaterial to manufacture ferrites by powder metallurgy. Ferrites are one of 

the most important classes of magnetic ceramic materials are technologically 

important materials. Their physical properties such as high magnetic 

permeability and high electrical resistance make them useful for core of 

electronic transformers and other electromagnetic applications, where the 

frequency ranges from ١٠٠ KHz to a few GHz. We have Prepared two types of 

ferrites ,namely zinc ferrite[(ZnOX Fe٢O٣)١-X] and zinc-copper ferrites (ZnOX 

CuO١-X Fe٢O٣)  by using powder metallurgy at different weight ratios (x=٠.٢ ,٠, 

١ ,٠.٨ ,٠.٦ ,٠.٤). XRD can be used to characterize the crystallinity of 

nanoparticles, and it gives the average diameters of all the nanoparticles. The 

average particle size has been estimated using Debye-Scherrer formula with the 

average particle sizes being increased as the calcining temperature increased, the 

average particle sizes of the ZnO calcined at ٣٥٠ and ٤٥٠  °C are about  ٤١.٨٦ 

and  ٦٦.١٩ nm  respectively, and particle size values for CuO is  ٢٦.٨٣ nm for 

the sample calcined at ٣٥٠°C and of ٢٩.٤٤nm for the sample calcined at ٤٥٠ °C. 

SEM was used to characterize the microstructure of samples. The study of  SEM 

micrographs for ZnO reveals less number of pores with smaller lump size. It can 

also be observed that the CuO powders are composed of non-agglomerated 

spherical particles and flower shape nanoparticle. Density measurements are 

performed using Archimedes  principle. There is an increase in the density and 

shrinkage of the sintered pellets with an increase of  times and temperatures. 

Hardness which is a measure of a material resistance to localized plastic 

deformation (a small dent or a scratch),and Vickers hardness (V.H) is used to 

measure the hardness of ferrite samples, shows the dependence of ferrite 

hardness on the temperature of the heat treatment, it seems that the amount 

ferrite hardness increases when increases temperatures. Resistivity of ferrites is 



known to depend upon the purity of the starting materials and the preparation 

details such as sintering temperature, the resistivity of the ferrites is expected to 

decrease with the increasing sintering temperature, for magnetic properties we 

shows narrow hysteresis loop for F٣, F٥ ferrite at ١٠٠٠ °C. Also it showed 

narrow hysteresis loop when ZnO increases for F٥ ferrite, because of the 

insulating properties ,high resistivity of ZnO which cause to a lower eddy 

currents, and thereby improving the magnetic properties. 
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١-١  Introduction 

      Today, magnetic materials are found in numerous products around us- home 

appliances, electronic products, automobiles, communication equipments and 

data processing devices and equipments. These materials have now become a 

vital part of everyday life in modern industries. The magnetic materials used in 

early applications were metallic magnetic materials, but for frequencies 

exceeding MHz, metals and alloys are generally not suitable as soft magnets, as 

the eddy current losses are very high. 

      According to George G.Orenchak's work, "Measuring soft ferrite core 

properties", soft ferrites are ceramic electromagnetic (magnetically soft) material 

primarily used as cores for high frequency inductors and transformers. Using 

ferrite is not a new concept before Christ was born, ferrite gained attention 

because it attracted iron. Quantities of ferrite were first discovered in Asia, in 

the magnesia region; ferrite's first name magnetite, came from this region. 

Commercial use of ferrite did not begin until the ١٩٤٠s, and it is still used today. 

Ferrite has distinct properties which make it valuable and useful [١]. 

      The development of ferrites since ١٩٤٦ reported that electrical resistivities 

of ferrites over a million times those of metals and has an enormous impact in 

the application of magnetic materials particularly at high frequencies. Ferrites 

are used today in radio , television, microwave ,satellite communication, bubble 

devices, audio, video ,digital recording and as permanent magnets [٢]. 

 

       Powder metallurgy (PM) products are today used in a wide range of 

industries, from automotive and aerospace applications to power tools and 

household appliances. Each year the international PM awards highlight the 

developing capabilities of the technology, as well as the less influence of the PM 

companies activity than of the traditional, especially metallurgical, ones on the 

ecological system. As PM applications cover very diversified domains of the 
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modern industry, their development continuously stimulate the research efforts 

for PM progress [٣]. 

    In the last two decades, new terms with the prefix "nano" have rushed into the 

scientific vocabulary nanoparticle, nanostructure, nanotechnology, nanomaterial, 

nanocluster, nanochemistry, nanocolloids, nanoreactor and so on. A series of 

new journals are devoted particularly to this subject, monographs with the 

corresponding names have appeared, "nano"-specialized institutes, chairs and 

laboratories have been founded; and numerous conferences are held. In most 

cases new names were applied to long known objects or phenomena; however, 

new objects inaccessible to researchers some ٢٠ years ago have also appeared 

these include fullerenes, quantum dots, nanotubes, nanofilms and nanowires, 

i.e., the objects with at least one nanometer (١٠
-٧

-١٠
-٩

m) dimension. The 

enhanced interest of the researchers in nanoobjects is due to the discovery of 

unusual physical and chemical properties of these objects, which is related to the 

manifestation of the so-called "quantum size effects", these arise in the case 

where the size of the system is commensurable with the de-Broglie wavelengths 

of the electrons, phonons or exciting propagating in them [٤]. 

      The research of nanocrystalline magnetic materials has undergone a huge 

development in the last years. This is due to the properties common to both 

amorphous and crystalline materials and the ability of these alloys to compete 

with their crystalline counterparts. The benefits found in the nanocrystalline 

alloys stem from their chemical and structural variations on a nanoscale, which 

are important for developing optimal magnetic properties. It is well known that 

the microstructure, especially the crystallite size, essentially determines the 

hysteresis loop of the soft ferromagnetic materials. The reduction of crystallite 

size to the dimensions of the domain wall width increases the coercivity towards 

an extreme value controlled by the anisotropy. However, the lowest coercivity is  

found again for crystallite smaller than the correlation lengths like in amorphous 

and nanocrystalline alloys [٥]. 
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    Metal oxides are of interest to many scientific and technological disciplines. 

In particular, nanostructures of these materials have attracted considerable 

interest as they exhibit materials properties that differ strongly from those of the 

bulk phases. These particle size effects enable tailoring the materials to a wide 

range of applications including magnetic ferrofluids, electronics and catalysis. 

Typical metal oxides of interest include semiconducting or metallic oxides of 

the type ZnO, TiO٢, NiO, Fe٢O٣, doped Fe٢O٣ and Cr٢O[٦] ٣.  

    Ferrite nanoparticles are very important magnetic  materials because of their 

high electric resistivity. They have wide applications in technology. Particularly 

at high frequencies. Ferrite nanoparticles are widely used due to the following 

properties [٧]: 

١. High frequencies application. 

٢. High coercivity in selective ferrites. 

٣. Mechanical stiffness. 

٤. Wide selection of materials. 

٥. Cheap to assemble. 
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٢-١  Literature Review 

         The history of powder metallurgy and the art of metals and ceramics 

sintering are intimately related. Sintering involves the production of a hard solid 

metal or ceramic piece from a starting powder. (PM) according to DeGramo, 

"While a crude form of iron powder metallurgy existed in Egypt as early as 

٣٠٠٠ B.C, and the ancient Incas made jewelry and other artifacts from precious 

metal powders, mass manufacturing of (PM) products did not begin until the 

mid-or late- ١٩th century". In these early manufacturing operations, iron was 

extracted by hand from metal sponge following reduction and was then 

reintroduced as a powder for final melting or sintering. By ١٨٦٠ the fusion 

method  became very popular and almost replaced the powder metallurgy 

process for making platinum products, because the latter method was found to 

be quicker and cheaper. Another advancement in the powder metallurgy took 

place with the manufacture of metallic objects deliberately made porous so that 

it could be impregnated with lubricants. Several patents were taken including 

one for the production of bronze materials with graphite around ١٩١٠ .Hence, 

considerable developments took place in the field of powder metallurgy during 

the late ١٩th and early ٢٠th century. The production of cemented carbides started 

in ١٩٢٢ which revolutionised the machining and metal working industry. From 

this work many other products developed such as heavy alloys, cemented 

multicarbides, contact materials etc. using the principle of liquid phase sintering 

or infiltration techniques. From the sintered porous bronze bearing, other 

development of products such as porous filters, electrodes etc. and metal-non-

metal aggregates such as friction materials took place. Modern applications of 

powder metallurgy techniques include the processing of ferrites, garnets, 

piezoelectric materials etc. For electronic industry, beryllium, super alloys and 

titanium alloys for aircraft and aerospace and a variety of fuel elements for 

nuclear reactors [٨]. 

        In powder metallurgy or ceramics, it is possible to fabricate components 

which otherwise would decompose or disintegrate. All considerations of solid-
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liquid phase changes can be ignored, so powder processes are more flexible than 

casting, extrusion, or forging techniques. Controllable characteristics of products 

prepared using various powder technologies include mechanical, magnetic and 

other unconventional properties of such materials as porous solids, aggregates, 

and intermetallic compounds competitive characteristics of manufacturing 

processing (e.g., tool wear, complexity, or vendor options) also may be closely 

regulated [٩]. 

        It is hardly possible to trace the first usage of zinc oxide – Various zinc 

compounds were widely used by early humans, in various processed and 

unprocessed forms, as a paint or medicinal ointment, but their exact composition 

is uncertain. From the ١٢th to the ١٦th century zinc and zinc oxide were 

recognized and produced in India using a primitive form of the direct synthesis 

process. From India, zinc manufacture moved to China in the ١٧th century. In 

١٧٤٣, the first European zinc smelter was established in Bristol, United 

Kingdom [١٠]. 

         In the recent times, most zinc oxide was used in the rubber industry. In the 

١٩٧٠s, the second largest application of ZnO was photocopying. High-quality 

ZnO produced by the "French process" was added into the photocopying paper 

as a filler. This application was, however soon displaced [١١]. 

 

        In ٢٠٠٢, Liqiang Jing  et al [١٢] prepared ZnO ultrafine particles by the 

thermal decomposition method of the precursor, zinc carbonate hydroxide. The 

structure and properties of the prepared ZnO were studied using TEM, XRD, 

Raman, XPS and UV–Vis absorption spectroscopy. It was found that the 

prepared ZnO exhibited obvious quantum size effect and surface effect. In 

addition, there were many active species on the surface of ZnO such as oxygen 

deficiencies and hydroxyls, both of which can improve its photocatalytic 

activity. 
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       CuO nanoparticles were prepared in ٢٠٠٢, by Hui Wang et al[١٣] using  

microwave irradiation. CuO nanoparticles with an average size of ٤ nm have 

been successfully prepared by microwave irradiation, using copper (II) acetate 

and sodium hydroxide as the starting materials and ethanol as the solvent. The 

CuO nanoparticles are characterized by using techniques such as X-ray powder 

diffraction, transmission electron microscopy. The prepared CuO nanoparticles 

have regular shape, narrow size distribution and high purity. The band gap is 

estimated to be ٢.٤٣ eV according to the results of the optical measurements of 

the CuO nanoparticles. 

       Precipitation  method was used in ٢٠٠٤, Junwu Zhu et al[١٤] to prepare 

CuO nanoparticle by a novel quick-precipitation  method where highly dispersed 

copper oxide (CuO) nanoparticles with an average size of ٦ nm. The prepared 

CuO nanoparticles were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM), UV–Visible absorption spectroscopy. The results 

show that the prepared CuO nanoparticles have high dispersion and narrow size 

distribution. The influence of reaction conditions on morphology of CuO 

nanocrystals was discussed. Spherical, ellipsoidal and needle-shaped CuO 

nanocrystals could be obtained simply by varying the reaction temperature and 

controlling the addition of sodium hydroxide. 

       Aljosa Kosak et al [١٥] prepared MnZn-ferrite nanoparticles in ٢٠٠٤. 

Manganese zinc ferrite nanoparticles were prepared using precipitation in 

reverse microemulsion system consisting of hexadecytrimethy ammonium 

bromide (CTAB) as a surfactant, butanol as a cosurfactant, 

hexanol as an oil phase and an aqueous solution of metal sulfates. Tetramethy 

ammonium hydroxide (TMAH) served as the precipitating agent. The influence 

of the microemulsion`s composition on the nature of the spinel product was 

studied. The synthesized nanoparticles were characterized by using transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffractometry (XRD), specific surface area  

and magnetometry.  
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         In ٢٠٠٦, Kinnari Parekh et al [١٦] prepared Mn٠.٥Zn٠.٥Fe٢O٤ ferrite 

nanoparticles. A ternary system of Mn٠.٥Zn٠.٥Fe٢O٣ has been synthesized for the 

first time using thermal decomposition of metal acetylacetonate in the presence 

of a high temperature boiling point solvent and fatty acids. Unlike the results of 

synthesis of this material by other techniques, they obtain nearly monodispersed 

nanoparticles, rendering them ideal for applications like in hyperthermia. The 

crystal structure and morphology of the particles obtained using X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are those of       

a single phase spinel structure with no other impurity phases. The particles are 

of ٧ nm average diameter, with a very narrow (<١٠٪) size distribution. The oleic 

acid surfactant on the particles shows a ٢٨٪ weight loss in thermo-gravimetric 

analysis (TGA), which corresponds to a mono layer thickness of the coating. 

magnetic measurements show the particles to be superparamagnetic with a 

characteristic blocking temperature of around ٥٠ K. 

 

      CuO nanoparticle was prepared in ٢٠٠٧,by Zhanhu Guo et al[١٧] both 

unmodified cupric oxide (CuO) nanoparticles and those functionalized with a bi-

functional coupling agent  methacryloxy propyltrimethoxy silane (MPS) were 

used to fabricate vinyl-ester resin polymeric nanocomposites. The nanoparticle 

functionalization was observed to have a significant effect on the physical 

properties of the cupric oxide filled vinyl-ester resin nanocomposite. Thermal 

degradation study by thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) showed increased 

thermo-stability in the functionalized-nanoparticle-filled vinyl-ester resin 

nanocomposites as compared with the unmodified-nanoparticle-filled 

counterparts. The more uniform particle dispersion and the chemical bond 

between nanoparticle and vinyl-ester resin were found to contribute to the 

increased thermal stability and enhanced tensile strength.  
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       Yan Zhu and Yingxue Zhou [١٨] prepared ZnO nanoparticles in ٢٠٠٨, by 

the one step solid-state reaction using ZnSO٤٧H٢O and NaOH as the reagents. 

By adjusting the molar ratio of the reagents, the unwanted component Zn(OH)٢, 

which is the intermediate product of the reaction, can be fully removed in the 

final product, and the preparation of pure ZnO nanoparticles are achieved at 

room temperature. The X-ray diffraction pattern and transmission electron 

microscopic observations show that these nanoparticles are of hexagonal phase 

ZnO mostly in round shapes with a minority of rod shape with a mean grain size 

of about ٤٠ nm.  

      Manganese-Zinc ferrite was produced in ٢٠٠٨ by Saw Mya Ni and Kay Thi 

Lwin [١٩] for electronic applications. Ceramic ferrites are magnetic materials 

composed of selected oxides with iron oxides. The most common commercial 

soft magnetic materials are spinel ferrites. The Manganese-Zinc ferrite is 

preferred for lower frequency applications less than ٢ MHz where as Ni-Zn 

ferrite is preferred for higher frequency, generally for power transformers, 

power inductors and general power applications. The micro structure and 

properties of ceramic ferrites depend critically upon the processing conditions. 

The physical properties and sintering characteristics of, the most (Mn١-

xZnxFe٢O٤) have been carried out for equimolar composition, x =٠.٥, at three 

sintering conditions; three sintering temperatures (١٣٠٠ & ١١٠٠,١٢٠٠ °C) and 

three sintering times (٣ & ٢ ,١ hr).The X-ray diffraction analysis and scanning 

electron microscopy were used for phase identification of manganese Zinc 

ferrites. The physical properties, density and shrinkage of the sample pellets 

have been studied by dimensional method and the porosity by boiling water 

method. 

       In the same year J.M.Yang and  F.S. Yen [٢٠]  have studied evolution of 

intermediate phases in the synthesis of zinc ferrite nanopowders by the tartrate 

precursor method. The advanced electronic applications of zinc ferrite 

(ZnFe٢O٤) material are considered to require improvement in the powder 

processing, particularly, meticulous particle control in the nanometer range, 
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stoichiometry and phase purity. The variation of the intermediate phases, 

crystallite size and chemical composition of the products at different calcination 

temperatures have been investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fe٢+ content 

analysis, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and energy dispersive 

spectrometry (EDS) techniques. Results show that the stoichiometry and phase 

purity of the resultant zinc ferrite nanopowders have been noted to be highly 

influenced by their intermediate phases. A single phase, approaching the 

desirable stoichiometric zinc ferrite nanoparticles,is noted to be possibly 

prepared by an annealing treatment of the precursor gel powders at ٣٥٠ °C for ٤ 

hours.   

         ZnO nanostructures were prepared in ٢٠٠٩ by Doungporn Yiamsawas  et 

al [٢١] by solvothermal method. This technique is based on thermal 

decomposition of organometallic compound in organic solvent and has been 

successfully applied for the synthesis of various types of nanosized metal oxide 

with large surface area, high crystallinity and high thermal stability.An 

interesting correlation between aspect ratio of the ZnO products and physical 

properties of the solvent was observed and presented in this work. The size and 

morphology for different environmental conditions were investigated. The 

different environments during ZnO preparation led to the different morphology 

with width and length in the range of ٦٩-٨.٩ nm and ١٠٨-٦٨ nm respectively. 

The TEM image clearly reveals that the lattice spacing is about ٠.٥٢ Å 

corresponding to the  (٠٠١) plane of hexagonal structured ZnO. 

           D.Sibera et al[٢٢] in ٢٠٠٩ have studied the synthesis and characterization 

of ZnO doped with Fe٢O٣. They compare two methods of synthesis of 

nanocrystallline zinc oxide. The synthesis was carried out using microwave 

assisted hydrothermal synthesis and traditional wet chemistry method followed 

by calcination. The phase composition of the samples was determined using X-

ray diffraction measurements. Depending on the chemical composition of the 

samples, hexagonal ZnO, and/or cubic ZnFe٢O٤ were identified. The 

morphology of the materials was characterized by using scanning electron 
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microscopy. Two different structures of agglomerates were observed     to be a 

hexagonal structure (corresponding to zinc oxide) and spherical (corresponding 

to spinel phase).The effect of the iron oxide concentration on specific surface 

area and density of the samples was determined. 

         Nickel Copper Ferrite was prepared by Y L N Murthy et al [٢٣] in ٢٠٠٩. 

Nano size nickel copper ferrite powders (NiCuFe٢O٤) have been prepared by 

coprecipitation method. The resulting powders were characterized by X-ray 

diffraction (XRD),Scanning electron microscope (SEM).The results showed 

nanosize nickel copper ferrite (٣٥.٦٥nm).The powders showed extensive XRD 

line broadening and size of crystals observed from the XRD line broadening was 

٣٥.٦٥ nm at ١٠٠٠°C.  

        In ٢٠١٠, Shen Xiao-Yi et al [٢٤] prepared ultrafine zinc oxide powder by 

hydrothermal method with zinc acetate and sodium hydroxide as raw materials, 

while polyethylene glycol employed as dispersant agent, ultrafine zinc oxide 

powder was synthesized by hydrothermal method. Influence of NaOH 

concentration on morphology of ZnO powder was studied. The synthesized ZnO 

powder looked like flower cluster and consisted of micro rods with hexagonal 

morphologies. The crystal structure and optical property of the prepared powder 

were also characterized by using XRD, UV-visible absorption spectrum and 

photoluminescence spectra, the results indicate that ZnO powder is of hexagonal 

wurtzite structure and well crystallized with high purity.There is a strong 

excitation absorption peak at ٣٠٠ nm in UV-visible absorption spectrum and the 

blue shift exists obviously.  

         Kuryliszyn-Kudelska et al[٢٥] In ٢٠١٠ have studied the magnetic 

properties of ZnO nanocrystals doped with Fe٢O٣ in the magnetic of    ٥ to ٧٠ 

wt%. The nanocrystals were synthesized by wet chemical method. The detailed 

structural characterization was performed by means of X-ray diffraction and 

micro-Raman spectroscopy measurements. The results of systematic 

measurements of magnetic AC susceptibility as a function of temperature and 

frequency are presented. They observed different types of magnetic behavior for 
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ZnO samples doped with low content of Fe٢O٣. The results of low-field AC 

susceptibility are satisfactorily explained by superparamagnetic model including 

inter-particle interactions, as the increase of magnetic Fe٢O٣ content, the spin-

glass-like behavior is observed.  

        CuO Powders was prepared in ٢٠١٠ by Zhenyu Du and X.B Sun [٢٦] by 

direct precipitation method using CuSO٤ and NaOH. Then Cu(OH)٢ precursor 

was calcined in muffle furnace at ٤٠٠℃ for ٢h in order to obtain CuO particle. 

The analysis of the factors affecting the CuO, the optimum conditions for the 

synthesis of nano-CuO with the direct-precipitation method was studied. Then 

they analyzed phase composition and crystal structure of samples using XRD 

and calculated the average grain size of samples by Scherrer formula, and 

observed and analyzed by TEM to characterize the morphology and the  particle 

size. 

       In ٢٠١٠, R. Justin Joseyphus et al [٢٧] investigated superparamagnetic 

particle size limit of Mn-Zn ferrite nanoparticles synthesised through aqueous 

method. Mn٠.٦٧Zn٠.٣٣Fe٢O٣ nanoparticles with size ranging from ٢٠ to ٨٠ nm 

have been synthesized using the modified oxidation method. The Curie 

temperature for all the samples are found to be within ٥ ± ٦٣٠ K suggesting that 

there is no size-dependent cation distribution. Mossbauer studies on the 

nanoparticles synthesis  suggest that the critical particle size limit for 

superparamagnetism is about ٢٥ nm at ٢٩٣ K. 

          Precipitation method was used by Amrut. S. Lanje et al [٢٨] in ٢٠١٠ to 

prepare CuO nanoparticles. They have studied Synthesis and optical 

characterization of copper oxide nanoparticles using copper acetate as a 

precursor and NaOH as a stabilizing agent. This gives a large scale production 

of CuO nanoparticles easily. X-ray diffraction pattern (XRD) reveals single 

phase monoclinic structure. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) showed the 

rectangular morphology of the prepared CuO nanoparticles. The transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) showed ٦-٥ nm size of prepared CuO nanoparticles. 
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٣-١  Aims of the research 

        The manufacturing of electrical converter using powder metallurgy can be 

considered as complex subject due to the several variables which include, for 

example, selection of raw materials, purity and grain size. There are many 

researches that have been used to study ferrites  iron-nickel, iron-silicon, and so 

on, but the researches on iron-zinc and iron-zinc –copper in our country are 

limited and due to the significance of core-industrial in electrical converters, 

barometer and computer  devices...etc, this work has been done and included: 

١. Preparation of nanomaterials such as (ZnO), (CuO)and (Fe٢O٣) in                    

a chemical process. 

٢. Preparing compacted-materials of (ZnO)x(Fe٢O٣)١-x, 

          (ZnO)x(CuO)١-x(Fe٢O٣ ) by using powder metallurgy at different weight 

          ratios (x=١ ,٠.٨ ,٠.٦ ,٠.٤ ,٠.٢ ,٠). 

٣. Studying the effect of time and temperature of sintering on crystal size , 

electric and magnetic properties (hystersis loop) for materials being 

prepared by using precipitation method. 

٤. Studying the effect of different ratios of pure zinc oxide-and copper oxide 

 powder added on magnetic properties and nanostructure of prepared 

materials. 

     ٥.  Prepare and study the magnetic and electric properties of compacted: 

           [(ZnO)x(Fe٢O٣)١-x ] and [(ZnO)x (CuO)١-x(Fe٢O٣ )] 

٦. Studying the effect of density ,porosity and hardness for all the models 

           prepared. 
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٤-١   Outline of the thesis 

١. The first chapter includes an introduction to the research, a historical 

background, literature review, the aims of the research and outline of the thesis. 

٢. Chapter two contains a detailed description of magnetic materials and their 

properties and ferrites and how they work and nanotechnology. 

٣. Chapter Three includes the experimental part from to the selection of raw 

materials and their methods of preparation and the compaction models of 

sintering at different temperatures and testing of syntheses (X-ray diffraction, 

scanning electron microscope) and mechanical (measuring density, porosity, 

hardness test) and electrical measurements (electrical resistivity) and tests of 

magnetic (hysteresis loop). 

٤. Chapter four contains the extracted results and discusses the synthetic tests, 

mechanical, electrical and magnetic influence and change the various 

transactions such as temperature, mole fraction and size. 
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Photoluminescence (PL) showed band edge emission at ٣٩٨ nm and green 

emission at ٥٢٧ nm. The band edge-absorption peak is found to be at ٣٥٥ nm. 

        

           In ٢٠١١, Deepak Bhalla et al [٢٩] presented  Mn-Zn soft ferrites 

manufactured by powder metallurgy and overall output yield of its plant. The 

efforts have been made to synthesize the crucial parameters which are 

responsible for better material preparation, pressing and sintering. By adopting 

these recommendations, The rejection rate is substantially reduced and the 

variation in magnetic properties is less. Data, which give more uniformity in 

bigger lots and are responsible for more uniform magnetic properties, have been 

discussed. Simple, quality-control instruments and their measurement methods 

which can be incorporated for stage inspection have been explained. Improved 

pressing, sintering, porosity, density and permeability relationship have been 

drawn in addition  to sintering method to obtain better sintered density and high 

permeability in ferrites.  
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١-٢ Introduction 

     This chapter shows the theoretical part which includes the explanation of 

nanotechnology and it contains explanation methods of preparation of  

nanomaterials  and shows the properties of oxides (ZnO,CuO,Fe٢O٣) in addition 

to studying  ferrites and explaining their (Structure, Electrical and Magnetic) 

properties. 

٢-٢  Nanotechnology  

       One of the most exciting and fastest growing area in science and 

engineering today is nanotechnology, materials science and electronics to create 

new function systems of nanoscale dimensions of the order of a billionth of a 

meter, nanotechnology refers to the study manipulation and utilization of nano 

size materials (sizes of atoms and molecules). Materials whose crystallites, 

particle sizes are smaller than ١٠٠ nm are commonly named nanocrystalline, 

nanostructured, nanosized materials [٥]. 

   The progress of technology and quality of life of mankind have always been 

closely knit with the progress in material science and material processing 

technology. Most material processing techniques are based on breaking up a 

large chunk of material into desired shapes and sizes, inducing strain, lattice 

defects and other deformations in the processed material. Recent developments 

in nanotechnology and the demonstration of various quantum size effects in 

nanoscale particles  imply that most of the novel devices of the future will be 

based on the properties of nanomaterials , each nanoparticle contains only about 

 ١٠٧-٣ atoms/molecules. Lattice defects and other imperfections induced by the 

traditional material processing techniques will no longer be diluted by sheer 

number of atoms, when used for synthesizing nanoparticles. Furthermore, it is 

difficult to achieve size selective synthesis of such small particles, by using the 

traditional approach. The alternative synthetic technique for nanoparticles 

involves controlled precipitation of nanoparticles from precursors dissolved in a 

solution [٣٠]. Nanoparticle preparation and study of nanoparticle are important 

in the recent research. The characters of metal nano particles like optical, 
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electronic, magnetic, and catalytic depend on their size, shape and chemical 

surroundings . In nanoparticle preparation, it is very important to control the 

particle size, particle shape and morphology [٣١]. 

Nanomaterials and nanoparticles are used in a broad spectrum of applications. 

Today they are contained in many products and used in various technologies. 

Most nanoproducts produced on an industrial scale are nanoparticles, although 

they also arise as by products in the manufacture of other materials. 

 

٣-٢   Production of nanoparticles and nanomaterials 

         Two basic strategies are used to produce nanoparticles: “top-down” and 

“bottom -up”. The term “top-down” refers here to the mechanical crushing of 

source material using a milling process. In the “bottom-up” strategy, structures 

are built up by chemical processes [٣٢].The selection of the respective process 

depends on the chemical composition and the desired features specified for the 

nanoparticles, this is shown in Figure (١-٢). 

 

 

Figure (١-٢) Methods of nanoparticle production [٣٣]. 
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         “Top-down” refers to mechanical-physical particle production processes 

based on principles of microsystem technology.The traditional mechanical-

physical crushing methods for producing nanoparticles involve various milling 

techniques [٣٢]. This method does not allow full control of particle shape and is 

shown in Figure (٢ -٢). 

 

 

Figure (٢-٢) Mechanical-physical nanoparticle production processes [٣٣]. 

 

      Bottom-up methods are based on physicochemical principles of molecular or 

atomic self-organization. This approach produces selected, more complex 

structures from atoms or molecules, better controlling of shapes and size ranges. 

It includes aerosol precipitation reactions and sol-gel processes [٣٢].  

١-٣-٢ Precipitation processes 

           The precipitation of solids from a metal ion containing solution is one of 

the most frequently employed production processes for nanomaterials. Metal 

oxides as well as non-oxides or metallic nanoparticles can be produced by this 

approach, the process is based on reactions of salts in solvents. A precipitating 

agent is added to yield the desired particle precipitate, and the precipitate is 

filtered out and thermally post-treated. In precipitation processes, particle size , 

size distribution, crystallinity and morphology (shape) are determined by 
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reaction kinetics (reaction speed). The influencing factors include, beyond the 

concentration of the source material, the temperature, pH value of the solution, 

the sequence in which the source materials are added, and mixing processes 

[٣٣]. Chemo-physical methods is shown in Figure (٣-٢). 

 

 

 

Figure (٣-٢) Chemo-physical processes in nanoparticle production [٣٣]. 

 

٤-٢   Nanomaterials 

         In the materials world, particularly in ceramics, the trend is always to 

prepare finer powder for the ultimate processing and better sintering to achieve 

dense materials with dense fine-grained microstructure of the particulates with 

better and useful properties for various applications. The fineness can reach up 

to a molecular level (١ nm – ١٠٠ nm), by special processing techniques. More 

is the fineness, more is the surface area, which increases the ‘reactivity’ of the 

material. So, the densification or consolidation occurs very well at lower 

temperature than that of conventional ceramic systems, which is finally‘ cost-

effective’ and also improves the properties of materials like abrasion resistance, 
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corrosion resistance, mechanical properties, electrical properties, optical 

properties, magnetic properties, and a host of other properties for various useful 

applications in diverse fields [٣٤]. 

        Nanoparticle is a quasi-zero-dimensional (٠D) nano-objection in which all 

characteristic linear dimensions are of the same order of magnitude (not more 

than ١٠٠ nm). Nanoparticles can basically differ in their properties from larger 

particles, for example,from long- and well-known ultra dispersed powders with 

a grain size above ٠.٥ mm. As a rule, nanoparticles are shaped like spheroids. 

Nanoparticles with a clearly ordered arrangement of atoms (or ions) are called 

nanocrystallites and nanoparticles with a clear-cut discontinuity of the system of 

electronic energy levels are often referred to as "quantum dots" or "artificial 

atoms"(most often, they have compositions of typical semiconductor materials) 

[٤]. Figure (٤-٢) shows ZnO nanoparticles . 

 

  A                                                                B 

                 

 

Figure (٤-٢) ZnO nanoparticles images A- (SEM) ,B- (AFM) [٣٥]. 
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٥-٢  Properties of nanoparticles 

         Nanoparticles are of interest because as size decreases (<١٠٠ nm), surface 

properties such as chemical, electrical, optical, magnetic and mechanical ,begin 

to dominate over the bulk material. Incorporation of these ‘designer’ particles 

into other materials, exploiting the properties of the nanoparticle surface atoms, 

allows the formation of novel products with enhanced or entirely different 

properties. Metals can be made stronger and harder; ceramics can have enhanced 

ductility and formability, normally insulating materials can be made to conduct 

heat or electricity, and protective coatings can become transparent [٣٦]. 

 

٦-٢   Scope of Applications 

        The deviations from the bulk phase diagram may be exploited to form 

certain compositions of alloys that are otherwise unstable in the bulk form. In 

addition, the thermal stability of interfacial regions is typically less than that of 

the bulk material : thus the nano-phase materials are often sintered or undergo 

phase transformation at temperatures below those of the bulk material. This is     

a characteristic which has numerous applications to material processing. By 

improving material properties, we are able to find the applications as varied as 

semiconductor electronics, sensors, special polymers, magnetics, advanced 

ceramics, and membranes, we need to improve our current understanding of 

particle size control and methodologies for several classes of nanophase 

materials and address the issues of their characterization, we should also explore 

the fields in which there are foreseeable application of nano-phase materials to 

long standing materials problems, since these ‘issues’ have to be tackled by us. 

As said earlier, there is a scope of wider applications in different fields such as : 

(a) Electronics in terms of thin films, electronic devices and in electrical 

ceramics,(b)Bionics,(c)Photonics,(d)Bio-ceramics,(e)Bio-technology,(f)Medical 

instrumentation, etc [٣٤]. 
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٧-٢   Zinc oxide 

        Zinc oxide is an inorganic compound with the formula ZnO. It usually 

appears as a white powder, nearly insoluble in water. The powder is widely used 

as an additive into numerous materials and  products including plastics, 

ceramics, glass, cement ,rubber and lubricants [٣٧]. 

In materials science, ZnO is often called a II-VI semiconductor because zinc and 

oxygen belong to the ٢nd and ٦th groups of the periodic table, respectively. This 

semiconductor has several favorable properties: good transparency, high 

electron mobility, wide band gap, strong room temperature luminescence, etc. 

Those properties are already used in emerging applications for transparent 

electrodes in liquid crystal displays and in energy-saving or heat-protecting 

windows [٣٨]. 

١-٧-٢   Crystal structures 

     Zinc oxide crystallizes in three forms: 

١- hexagonal wurtzite 

٢- cubic zincblende  

٣- cubic rock salt.  

The wurtzite structure is most stable and thus most common at ambient 

conditions and is shown in figure (٥-٢). 

 

    Figure (٥-٢) Hexagonal wurtzite structures of ZnO [٣٩]. 
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The bonding in ZnO is largely ionic, which explains its strong piezoelectricity. 

Due to this ionicity, zinc and oxygen planes bear electric charge (positive and 

negative, respectively).Therefore, to maintain electrical neutrality, those planes 

reconstruct at atomic level in most relative materials, but not in ZnO - its 

surfaces are atomically flat, stable and exhibit no reconstruction. This anomaly 

of ZnO is not fully explained yet [٤٠]. 

٢-٧-٢  Chemical properties 

            ZnO exists as white powder commonly known as white zinc or as the 

mineral zincite. The mineral usually contains a certain amount of manganese 

and other elements and is of yellow to red color [٤١]. Crystalline zinc oxide is 

thermo-chromic, changing from white to yellow when heated and in air 

reverting to white on cooling [٤٢]. This is caused by a very small loss of oxygen 

at high temperatures to form the non-stoichiometric Zn١+xO, where at ٨٠٠ °C, 

 x= [٣٠] ٠.٠٠٠٠٧.Table (١-٢) Shows ZnO properties. 

                                      Table (١-٢) ZnO Properties [٤٣].                               

ZnO Molecular formula 

٨١.٤٠٨ g/mol Molar mass 

White solid Appearance 

Odorless Odor 

٥.٦٠٦ g/cm٣ Density 

١٩٧٥ °C (decomposes)  Melting point 

٢٣٦٠ °C Boiling point 

٠.١٦ mg/١٠٠ mL at (٣٠ 

°C) 
Solubility in water 

٣.٣ eV (direct) Band gap 

٢.٠٠٤١ Refractive index (nD) 
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٣-٧-٢  Electronic properties 

            ZnO has a relatively large direct band gap of (٣.٣ eV) at room 

temperature; therefore, pure ZnO is colorless and transparent, advantages 

associated with a large band gap including higher breakdown voltages, ability to 

sustain large electric fields, lower electronic noise, and high temperature and 

high-power operation. The band gap of ZnO can further be tuned from (٤–٣ eV) 

by its alloying with magnesium or cadmium oxides [٤٤]. Most ZnO has      (n-

type) character, even in the absence of intentional doping, native defects such as 

oxygen vacancies or zinc interstitials are often assumed to be the origin of this , 

but the subject remains controversial [٤٥]. An alternative explanation has been 

proposed, based on theoretical calculations, that unintentional substitution 

hydrogen impurities are responsible [٤٦]. Controllable n-type doping is easily 

achieved by substituting Zn with group-III elements Al, Ga, In or by substituting 

oxygen with group-VII elements chlorine or iodine [٤٧]. 

 

٨-٢   Copper (II) oxide 

         Copper oxide is formed when copper is exposed to oxygen and oxidized. 

There are two types of copper oxide: copper (I) oxide and copper (II) oxide. 

Cupric oxide (CuO) is a black material which melts above ١٢٠٠°C with some 

loss of oxygen ,and is used as a pigment in clay glazes. Several colors, including 

red, blue, and green, can be derived from it. As a mineral, it is known as 

tenorite. It is red in color and does not dissolve in water or any organic solvents. 

Copper (II) oxide has application as a p-type semiconductor. It is used an 

abrasive to polish optical equipment, and to produce dry cell batteries in 

addition to its use in wet cell batteries as cathode [٤٨]. 

Cupric oxide (CuO) is an important transition metal oxide with a narrow 

bandgap (Eg ٢⋅١ eV) and forms the basis of several high temperature 
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superconductors and giant magnetoresistance materials [٤٩].Table (٢-٢) shows 

CuO properties. 

 

                                           Table (٢-٢) CuO Properties[٤٨]. 

CuO Molecular formula 

٧٩.٥٤٥ g/mol Molar mass 

black to brown powder Appearance 

٦.٣١٥ g/cm٣ Density 

١٣٢٦ °C Melting point 

٢٠٠٠ °C Boiling point 

insoluble Solubility in water 

١.٢ eV Band gap 

٢.٦٣ Refractive index (nD) 

 

١-٨-٢   Crystal structure 

           Copper (II) oxide belongs to the monoclinic crystal system, with             

a crystallographic point group of ٢/m or C٢h. The space group of its unit cell is 

C٢/c, and its lattice parameters are a = ٤.٦٨٣٧, b = ٣.٤٢٢٦, c = ٥.١٢٨٨, α = ٩٠°,  

β = ٩٩.٥٤°, γ = ٩٠°. The copper atom is coordinated by ٤ oxygen atoms in an 

approximately square planar configuration [٥٠] as shown in figure (٦-٢) below. 

 

                          Figure (٦ -٢) The crystal structure of CuO [٤٨]. 
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٩-٢   Iron (III) oxide 

         Iron (III) oxide or ferric oxide is inorganic compound with the formula 

Fe٢O٣. It is one of the three main oxides of iron, the other two being iron (II) 

oxide (FeO), which is rare, and iron (II,III) oxide (Fe٣O٤), which also occurs 

naturally as the mineral magnetite. As the mineral known as hematite, Fe٢O٣ is 

the main source of  iron for steel industry. Fe٢O٣ is ferromagnetic, dark red, and 

readily attacked by acids. Rust is often called iron (III) oxide, and to some extent 

this label is useful, because rust shares several properties and has a similar 

composition. To a chemist, rust is considered an ill-defined material, described 

as hydrated ferric oxide [٥١]. Figure (٧-٢) shows crystal structure of Fe٢O٣. 

Table (٣-٢) shows Fe٢O٣ Properties. 

 

Figure (٧-٢) Part of the crystal structure of  Fe٢O[٥٢]٣. 

Table (٣-٢) Fe٢O٣ Properties[٤٢]. 

Fe٢O٣ Molecular formula 

١٥٩.٦٩ g/mol Molar mass 

red-brown solid Appearance 

٥.٢٤٢ g/cm٣, solid Density 

١٥٦٦ °C  Melting point 

insoluble Solubility in water 
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١٠-٢  Ferrite (magnet) 

           Ferrites are ceramic, homogeneous materials composed of various oxides 

with iron oxide as their main constituent. Ferrites can have several distinct 

crystal structures. Many of them are magnetic materials and they are used to 

make permanent magnets, ferrite cores for transformers, and in various other 

applications. Ferrites are usually non-conductive ferrimagnetic ceramic 

compounds derived from iron oxides such as hematite (Fe٢O٣) or magnetite 

(Fe٣O٤) as well as oxides of other metals, and are like most other ceramics, hard 

and brittle. In terms of their magnetic properties, the different ferrites are often 

classified as "soft" or "hard", which refers to their low or high magnetic 

coercivity [٥٣]. 

١-١٠-٢  Ferrite's Structure 

             Ferrite has a three-dimensional, crystalline structure. Its chemical 

formula is MO.Fe٢O٣, which means that it has two elements of iron and three 

elements of oxygen. The MO refers to other metal oxides which could be 

manganese, zinc or nickel oxide, by adding the other metal oxides you are able 

to change the property of ferrite to make it suitable for various applications. 

Ferrite is a material that can be magnetized easily and can hold this property 

indefinitely. Even there is an ability to magnetize ferrite so that it has multiple 

poles [٥٤]. 

٢-١٠-٢  Magnetic material types  

               Magnetic materials are grouped into two types, soft and hard. This is 

the classification based on their ability to be magnetized and demagnetized , not 

their ability to withstand penetration or abrasion. Soft materials are easy to 

magnetize and demagnetize and hard ferrite magnets are made in two different 
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magnetic forms isotropic and oriented. The isotropic magnets are formed to 

desired shapes, sintered and then magnetized [٥٥]. 

 

 

٣-١٠-٢  Soft ferrites 

              Ferrites that are used in transformer or electromagnetic cores contain 

nickel, zinc, and manganese compounds. They have a low coercivity and are 

called soft ferrites. The low coercivity means the materials magnetization can 

easily reverse direction without dissipating much energy (hysteresis losses), 

while the material's high resistivity prevents eddy currents in the core, another 

source of energy loss, because of their comparatively low losses at high 

frequencies. They are extensively used in the cores of RF transformers and 

inductors in applications such as switched-mode power supplies [٥٦]. 

The most common soft ferrites are: 

• Manganese-zinc ferrite (MnZn), with the formula (MnaZn(١-a)Fe٢O٤). 

MnZn have higher permeability and saturation induction than NiZn. 

• Nickel-zinc ferrite (NiZn), with the formula (NiaZn(١-a)Fe٢O٤). NiZn 

ferrites exhibit higher resistivity than MnZn, and are therefore more suitable 

for frequencies above ١ MHz. 

In ceramic industries, powder metallurgy method of manufacturing is 

extensively used. Soft ferrites are also manufactured by this method. Soft 

ferrites are magnetically soft materials, being used as core of electronic 

transformers and other electromagnetic applications, where the frequency ranges 

from ١٠٠ KHz to a few GHz for soft ferrites [٢٩]. 

٤-١٠-٢  Hard ferrites 

              Permanent ferrite magnets are made of hard ferrites, which have a high 

coercivity and high remanence after magnetization. These are composed of iron 

and barium or strontium oxides. The high coercivity means the materials are 

very resistant to become demagnetized, an essential characteristic for a 
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permanent magnet. They also conduct magnetic flux well and have a high 

magnetic permeability. This enables these so-called ceramic magnets to store 

stronger magnetic fields than iron itself. They are cheap, and are widely used in 

household products such as refrigerator magnets. The maximum magnetic field 

B is about ٠.٣٥ tesla and the magnetic field strength H is about ٣٠ to ١٦٠ 

kiloampere turns per meter (٤٠٠ to ٢٠٠٠ Oersteds). The density of ferrite 

magnets is about ٥g/cm[٥٦] ٣. 

١١-٢   Structure Properties of ferrites  

           X-ray diffraction has long been used to determine the atomic scale 

structure of materials. The technique is based on the fact that the wavelength of 

X-rays is comparable in size to the distances between atoms in condensed 

matter. Thus, when a bulk material that exhibits a long-range, periodic atomic 

order, such as a crystal, is irradiated with X-rays, it acts as an extended, almost 

perfect grating and produces a diffraction pattern showing numerous sharp 

spots, called Bragg diffraction peaks. By measuring and analyzing the positions 

and intensities of Bragg peaks, it is possible to determine the spatial 

characteristics of the grating, i.e. to determine the three-dimensional (٣D) 

atomic arrangement in bulk crystals. This is the essence of the so-called "crystal 

structure” [٥٧]. 

١-١١-٢  Debye-Scherrer-Method  

              The Debye-Scherrer method uses a crystalline powder and illuminates 

it with monochromatic X-rays. The diffracted signal is detected by a Geiger-

Muller-Tube. The powder sample contains small single-crystals, so-called 

crystallites. A set of parallel lattice planes (hkl) in a crystallite leads to a 

constructive interference of  reflected X-rays if its alignment fulfills the Bragg 

condition [٥٨]. 

nλ=٢dsinθ ……………………………………………………………….…..(١-٢) 

Where  λ- wavelength of X-ray, d-interplaner spacing, θ-diffraction angle,         

n =  ٣ ,٢ ,١…. 

The crystallite size can be found out by using the Scherrer’s formula [٦٦]. 
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D = ٠.٩λ / β cos θ  …………………………………………………………...(٢-

٢) 

Where   D - crystallite size , λ -wavelength (١.٥٤ Å), β -Full width at half 

maximum (FWHM), θ- Diffraction angle. 

 

٢-١١-٢  Spacing of Lattice Planes 

           The perpendicular distance separating each lattice plane in a stack is 

denoted by the letter d, d spacing and the relationship to the particular lattice 

plane is dhkl (i.e., d٠٠١, d١٠١, d١٠٣) with the Miller indices for the particular plane 

shown in the subscript, this is the common notation used in crystallography and 

X-ray diffraction. The values of d spacing in terms of Hexagonal (ZnO, Fe٢O٣) 

systems are shown in  the relationship [٥٩]. 

  …………………………………………………(٣-٢) 

The values of d spacing for monoclinic (CuO) is shown in  the relationship : 

 

  …………………………………………………….(٤-٢) 

 

١٢-٢  Mechanical properties of ferrites 

           Mechanical properties are most important in ferrites. The ceramic nature 

of a ferrite makes it vulnerable to impact, thermal shock ,and tensile failure. It is 

important for the ferrite designer to know the internal structure of his material, 

their mechanical workability, hardness, density and amount of porosity [٥٥].  

١-١٢-٢ Densities of ferrites 

             Ferrites, being ceramic formed by sintering, have mechanical properties 

similar to those of pottery and in particular the properties depend on the sintered 

density. The pressed core before firing consists of relatively porous compact of 

oxides and during sintering the oxides react to form crystallites, or grains, of the 

required composition, the grains nucleate at discrete centres and grow outwards 
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until the boundaries meet those of neighboring crystallites. During this process 

the density of the mass rises. Although there are some differences in X-ray 

densities owing to differences in divalent ions, the major contribution to 

effective density of ferrite part is its porosity [٦٠]. 

 

٢-١٢-٢ Porosity in ferrites  

            The porosity has an important effect on the mechanical and magnetic 

properties of ferrites and low porosities are usually preferable ,if the porosity is 

denoted by P then : 

P% = (١ − D/Dx) ………………………………………………………….(٥-٢) 

where D is the bulk density and Dx is the X-ray density. 

In normal production the porosity might range from ١٪ to ١٥٪ depending on the 

grade of ferrite [٦١,٦٢]. 

١٣-٢  Electrical properties of ferrites 

          The electrical properties of ferrite substances play an important role in 

many electrotechnical applications. The factors that have the most influence on 

these properties are the purity of the constituent oxides and the effect of 

impurities on the final ferrite produced, the proportions and homogeneity in the 

powder mix and the control of temperature and atmosphere during sintering[٥٥].  

١-١٣-٢ Resistivity of ferrites  

             High resistivity ferrites with low eddy current losses are required from 

the technological applications point of view. The electrical resistivity of ferrites 

has been normally found to increase on doping or substituting with other oxides 

occurring at high frequencies in ferromagnetic materials[٥٦]. This resistivity 

varies with applied field, temperature, and frequency. Generally for ferrite  

materials, it decreases slightly as frequency increases. The characteristic tables 

of the materials indicate the mean DC - resistivity values for the various ferrite 

materials measured at low frequency and with a low field by using the formula 

[٥٤]. 
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   …………………………………………………………………(٦-٢) 

where (R) is electrical resistance, (A) represents the surface area, and (ℓ) is the 

thickness of the model. 

 

 

The resistivity depends on temperature as in the relationship [٥٤]. 

…………………………………………………………(٧-٢) 

where E activation energy, T temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant  

(k =٥-١٠* ٨.٦٢ eV .k-١) and (  is a constant). 

١٤-٢    Magnetic properties of ferrites 

١-١٤-٢ Permeability  

  The magnetic flux density inside a ferrite core can be described by the formula  

B = µ٠H + J   ……………………………………………………………..(٨-٢)     

where B is magnetic flux density, H is magnetic field ,µ٠ is absolute vacuum 

permeability, J is magnetic polarization of ferrite material [٥٦]. 

This relation introduces the relative permeability µ of a ferrite material which 

may be defined as : 

 ………………………………………………………………(٩-٢) 

٢-١٤-٢  Magnetism in ferrites 

           A sintered ferrite consists of small crystals, typically ١٠ to ٢٠ µm in 

dimension. Domains exist within these crystals (weiss domains) in which the 

molecular magnets are already aligned (ferrimagnetism).When a driving 

magnetic field (H) is applied to the material, the domains progressively align 

with it, as shown in figure (٨-٢). 
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Figure (٨-٢) Alignment of domains [٦٣] . 

٣-١٤-٢ Hysteresis loop  

          The static hysteresis loops, (BH) curves, are obtained by measuring the 

resulting flux density B inside the core under test with increasing values of H 

field until saturation. B-H curves and hysteresis loops are valuable tools for 

comparing the characteristics and behavior of different magnetic materials in 

order to select them for an appropriate application. During this magnetization 

process, energy barriers have to be overcome. Therefore the magnetization will 

always lag behind the field. If the resistance against magnetization is small, a 

large induced flux will result in a given magnetic field. The value of the 

permeability is high. The shape of the hysteresis loop also has a marked 

influence on other properties, for example, power losses [٦٤]. Figure (٩-٢) 

shows the hysteresis loop. 
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Figure (٩-٢) Hysteresis loop [٥٦]. 

 

     For each ferrite material, measurements were made on reference toroids 

(previously demagnetized) at ٢٥ and ١٠٠°C. Remnant flux density Br is defined 

as the intersection of the hysteresis loop with B axis (H = ٠). Br is an important 

factor for unipolar operating systems. Coercive force Hc is the intersection of 

the hysteresis loop with H axis (B = ٠). It is representative of static hysteresis 

loss of the considered material, which is recorded in the ferrite materials  section 

[٦٣]. 
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١-٣   Introduction 

        This chapter shows the experimental part and includes the explanation of 

powder metallurgy, the process of preparation of nano (ZnO, CuO and Fe٢O٣) 

oxides, and the manufacturing of ferrites (ZnO)x(Fe٢O٣)١-x , (ZnO)x(CuO)١-

x(Fe٢O٣ ) then testing methods such as ( XRD, SEM, Electrical, Magnetic and 

Mechanical) properties. 

٢-٣   Powder metallurgy 

         Powder metallurgy has been defined as the art and science of producing 

fine metal powders (raw materials) and objects finished or semi-finished shaped 

from individual mixed or alloyed metal powder with or without the inclusion of 

non metallic constituents. It is that branch of metal working process, which in its 

simplest form, consists of preparing and mixing of metal powder compacting 

and simultaneous or subsequent heating (or sintering) at elevated temperature in 

a furnace under a protective atmosphere (non-oxidising atmosphere or vacuum) 

with or without fusion of low melting point [٦٥]. 

         Compacting is generally performed at room temperature, and the elevated-

temperature process of sintering is usually conducted at atmospheric pressure. 

Optional secondary processing often follows to obtain special properties or 

enhanced precision. The two main techniques used to form and consolidate the 

powder are sintering and metal injection molding. Recent developments have 

made it possible to use rapid manufacturing techniques which use the metal 

powder for the products, because with this technique, the powder is melted and 

not sintered, better mechanical strength can be accomplished [٦٦]. 

٣-٣   Characteristics and testing of metal powder 

         The processes of manufacturing powder metallurgy depend largely on the 

physical and chemical characteristics of the initial metal powders. The 

characteristics of metal powders in turn depend upon the method used in 

producing these metal powders. There are various methods of manufacturing 

metal powders and consequently there is a wide range in their characteristics.  
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A choice regarding the suitability of manufacturing techniques of metal powder 

can be made only after considering the required finished product for a specific 

job. The basic characteristics of metal powder are: chemical composition and 

purity, particle size and its distribution , particle shape, particle porosity, particle 

micro structure specific surface [٦٥]. 

The term "impurity" refers to the same elements or compounds which have an 

undesirable effect. Impurities influence not only the mechanical properties of the 

powder compacts but also their chemical, electrical and magnetic properties.  It 

may also exert a decisive effect on pressing sintering and other post –sintering 

operation which are essential for the production of finished product from 

powder. The particle size has a great importance in powder metallurgy because 

it affects most of the properties such as mould strength, density of compact, 

porosity, expulsion of trapped (occluded), gases dimensional stability, 

agglomerations and flow and mixing characteristics. Particle size effect on 

porosity is shown in Figure (١-٣). 

 

 
 

Figure (١-٣) The effect of particle size on porosity [٦٥]. 
 
 
٤-٣   Powder preparation 

        These powders can be produced by various methods such as milling , 

reduction and other methods, but the most versatile among these are based on 

precipitation from sols and gels.  
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٥-٣   Pressing properties 

         These are represented by the term compressibility which is one of the most 

important characteristics of a metal powder since it affects the densification 

process. It is a measure of the powder ability to deform under applied pressure 

and is represented by the pressure/density or pressure/porosity. Figure (٢-٣) 

illustrates the reduction in porosity after pressing. 

 

 
 

Figure (٢-٣) Reduction in porosity after pressing [٦٥]. 
 

١-٥-٣  Powder compaction 

          The main purpose of the compaction process is to form metal powder into 

compacts of desired shape with sufficient strength to withstand ejection from the 

tool and subsequent handling up to the completion of sintering without breakage 

or damage. It is the subsequent sintering operation which imparts the final 

strength. The density of the compacted powder is directly proportional to the 

amount of pressure applied. There is ٢٥ to ٤٥ % shrinkage of the powder after 

compacting. Figure (٣-٣) illustrates the mechanism of powder consolidation. 
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Figure (٣-٣) Mechanism of powder consolidation [٦٧]. 
 

٢-٥-٣   Pellet formation  

            Die is the part for making pellets. Dies are commonly made of  hard 

steel. Most of  the dies make circular pellets of varying diameter, depending 

upon amount of the material used. A die made of steel was used and finally 

ground powder was cold pressed into pellets of ١٠ mm diameter under a 

uniaxial pressure of  ٥٠٠ psi using hydraulic press. Figure (٤-٣) shows the 

transformation of powder to compact sample. 

 

Figure (٤-٣) Transformation of powder to compact sample . 
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٣-٥-٣  Toroid formation 

        This design is based on a toroid (the same shape as a doughnut). The coil is 

wound through the hole in the torus and around the outside. Toroid outside 

diameter is ١٠ mm and inside diameter ٤ mm and the  height  of  toroid  is ٥ mm 

as shown in Figure (٥-٣). 

  

Figure (٥-٣) Toroid shape 

٤-٥-٣   Cold compaction 

             Cold compaction is a process in which powder is compressed at a 

temperature where deformation mechanics like dislocation or diffusion creep 

can be neglected. Cold compressing is the most important compaction method in 

powder metallurgy. It starts from bulk powders containing very small amounts 

and sometimes even no lubricants or binder additions. The cold pressure shaping 

techniques have the largest scope for shaping metal powder. Included in this 

class are cold die compaction, isostatic pressing, explosive forming, high energy 

rate forming, powder rolling, cyclic compaction, vibratory compacting, 

centrifugal compaction, powder extrusion and cold working of preformed 

blanks. Compaction ejection of the pressed part is effected by the movement of 

the die or punch. The density and strength of the unsintered compact are called 

"green density". 
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٦-٣   Green density  

  In general, green density has been found to increase with: 

١- The increase of compaction pressure. 

٢- The increase of particle size or apparent density . 

٣- The decrease of particle hardness (and strength) . 

٤-The decrease of compacting speed. 

 Improvement in green density may also be affected by employing smooth and 

regularly shaped annealed particles with high particle densities (possessing no 

internal or interconnected porosity). Green strength of a powder is defined as the 

mechanical strength of a green compact required to withstand without damage to 

sharp edges and fracture. Figure (٦-٣) shows green compact and pressing 

mechanism. 

 

 
 

Figure (٦-٣) Pressing mechanism [٦٨]. 
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٧-٣  Sintering 

        Sintering may be defined as the heating of loose or compacted aggregate of 

metal powder below the melting point of the base metal with or without the 

application of external pressure in order to transform it to a more dense material 

by interparticle bonding. Sintering process is concerned with the diffusion of 

particle to particle , the formation of grain boundary and the closing of voids 

present in the green briquettes. Sintering is a rather very complex process in 

which physical, chemical and metallurgical effects interact because of the 

numerous changes occurring simultaneously within the material. It is very 

difficult to define and analyse sintering under heat; bonding takes place between 

the porous aggregate particles and once cooled powder has also bonded to form 

a solid piece. Sintering can be considered to proceed in three stages:  

١- Neck growth proceeds rapidly but powder particles remain discrete.  

٢- Most densification occurs, the structure recrystallizes and particles 

diffuse into each other.  

٣- Isolated pores tend to become spheroidal and densification continues at 

a much lower rate. Figure (٧-٣) shows compact powder before and after 

sintering: 

                

 

              Before Sintering                                        After Sintering 
 

Figure (٧-٣) Powder metal compact before and after sintering [٦٩]. 
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٨-٣   Preparation of nanomaterials 

        This part includes the selection of raw materials and the preparation of 

nano  ZnO , nano CuO and nano Fe٢O٣ by precipitation method and finally 

Production of ferrites with two series as: 

١-  (ZnO)x(Fe٢O٣)١-x  

٢-  (ZnO)x(CuO)١-x(Fe٢O٣ ). Where x = (١ ,٠.٨ ,٠.٦ ,٠.٤ ,٠.٢ ,٠). 

 

١-٨-٣  Selection of raw materials  

            Raw materials of high purity are used, because the presence of impurities 

affect the properties of prepared  materials. The preparation of nanomaterials 

through a chemical precipitation shown in figure (٨-٣). 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (٨-٣) Nanomaterials preparation steps 
 

 

 

 

Raw materials selection 
 

      Weighing 
 

Dissolve raw material with distilled water 
 

   Precipitation 
 

        Filtering 
 

         Drying 
 

       Calcining 
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٩-٣   The preparation of nano zinc oxide  

           There are many methods used for the preparation of ZnO material, the 

one we use is a method which is easy if  compared to other methods and the 

chemicals required for these methods are available and cheap. 

١-٩-٣   Materials 

         All the chemical materials used are commercial one and are of analytical 

grade. The chemical materials used for preparation are shown in table (١-٣) 

together with their properties.  

Table (١-٣) Raw materials used 

Name Chemical formula Molecular weight 

g/mol 

Origin Color Purity

% 

Zinc nitrate Zn(NO٣)٢.٦H٢O ٢٩٧ India White ٩٨٪ 

Sodium 
bicarbonate 

NaHCO٨٤ ٣ India White ٩٩٪ 

 

٢-٩-٣  Tools and equipment used 

            Volumetric flasks, filter paper, burette, balance, PH meter, beakers, hot 

plate magnetic stirrer, funnel, distilled water, oven, furnace. 

                      

٣-٩-٣   Method of preparation: 
           The schematic representation of the main steps employed in the 

preparation is shown in figure (٩-٣) 
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Figure (٩-٣) Steps of process nano ZnO preparation 
 

٤-٩-٣   Preparation of solution : 

           (٠.١M) Zinc nitrate and sodium bicarbonate are prepared by dissolution 

(٢٩.٧ g) Zinc nitrate hexahydrate and (٨.٤ g) sodium bicarbonate in (١ L) of  

distilled water respectively. 

٥-٩-٣   Precipitation procedure: 

            (٠.١M) Zinc nitrate was placed in ٥٠٠ ml beaker placed on a hot plate 

magnetic stirrer. A magnetic bar is used in order to obtain homogeneous mixing 

of the material. The  two electrodes of pH meter were inserted in the solution. 

Measure and monitor the pH value of the solution during the addition of the 

(٠.١M) Zn(NO٣)٢٦H٢O  
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sodium bicarbonate drop by drop from  burette. The temperature of the solution 

was fixed at  ٨٠°C. The addition continued until the pH of the solution reaches 

(٦.٨) where the precipitation was completed. 

٦-٩-٣   Decantation and filtration: 

             The precipitate was allowed to settle over night and then filtered off and 

then washed several times with distilled water until it became free from excess 

bicarbonate that may exist. 

٧-٩-٣  Drying and calcinations: 

           The precipitates were dried at ٨٠°C for ٣ hours in an oven and then 

calcined at ٤٥٠ °C for ٢ hours in a furnace. 

 

١٠-٣   preparation of nano copper oxide 

         There are several ways to prepare (nano CuO) but we use the same one of   

nano ZnO. 

١-١٠-٣  Material: 

           All the chemical materials used are commercial and are of analytical  

grade. Table (٢-٣) shows the properties of these materials: 

Table (٢-٣) Raw materials used 

Name Chemical formula Molecular 

weight g/mol 

Origin Color Purity

% 

Cupric nitrate Cu (NO٣)٢.٣H٢O ٢٤١ England Blue ٩٩٪ 

Sodium 
bicarbonate 

NaHCO٨٤ ٣ 
 

India White ٩٩٪ 

 

٢-١٠-٣  Tools and equipment used 

               Volumetric flasks, filter paper, burette, a sensitive balance, pH meter, 

beakers, hot plate magnetic stirrer, funnel, distilled water, oven, furnace.   
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٣-١٠-٣  Preparation of solution: 

            (٠.١M) copper nitrate  and sodium bicarbonate are prepared by 

dissolution of  (٢٤.١ g)  zinc nitrate and (٨.٤ g)  sodium bicarbonate in (١ L) of  

distilled water respectively. 

 

٤-١٠-٣   Precipitation procedure: 

              (٠.١M) copper nitrate are placed in ٥٠٠ ml beaker and placed on a hot 

plate magnetic stirrer. A magnetic bar is used in order to obtain homogeneous 

mixing of the material. The  two electrodes of pH meter are inserted in the 

solution, the solution during addition of the sodium bicarbonate  gradually drop 

by drop from  burette and the temperature of the solution is measured and 

monitored and fixed at  ٨٠°C. The addition continues until the pH of the 

solution reaches ٦.٨ where the precipitation was completed. 

 

٥-١٠-٣  Decantation and filtration: 

              The precipitate is allowed to settle over night and then filtered off and 

the precipitate is washed several times with distilled water until it becomes free 

from excess bicarbonate that may exist. A pale blue color precipitate is  

observed and the supernatant solution is then discarded carefully. 

 

٦-١٠-٣  Drying and calcinations: 

             The precipitate is dried at ٨٠°C for ٣ hours in an oven and then calcined 

at ٤٥٠ °C for ٢ hours in a furnace. 
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١١-٣  Preparation of  Fe٢O٣  nano particle      

           Fe٢O٣ Nano particles are prepared chemically by a modified sol-gel 

method from Iron(III) nitrate and Citric acid. 

١-١١-٣  Materials: 

Table (٣-٣) shows the properties of the material used in preparation : 

Table (٣-٣) Raw materials used 

Name Chemical formula Molecular 

weight g/mol 

Origin Color Purity% 

Ferric  
nitrate 

Fe(NO٣)٩ .٣H٢O ٤٠٣.٨٤ India Red ٩٨٪ 

Citric 
acid 

C٦H٨O١٩٢ ٧ India White ٩٩٪ 

 

٢-١١-٣  Tools and equipments used: 

              The tools to be used include volumetric flasks, filter paper, burette, a 

sensitive balance, pH meter, beakers, hot plate magnetic stirrer, funnel, distilled 

water, oven, furnace. 

٣-١١-٣   Preparation of solution : 

               (٠.٢M) ferric nitrate  and citric acid are prepared by dissolving (٨.٠٤ g) 

of ferric nitrate in (٢٠٠ ml) of  distilled water and (٣٣.٦ g) citric acid in (٨٠٠ml) 

of distilled water respectively. 

٤-١١-٣   Fe٢O٣ preparation:       

                These particles have been prepared  by a slightly modified method for  

simplicity (٢٠٠ ml) of iron nitrate. Fe(NO٣)٣.٩H٢O is used as a precursor 

solution, and was gelated by using ٨٠٠ ml of monohydrated citric acid solution 

(٠.٠٥ to ٠.٢M) as ligand molecules. The iron solution is added to the citric acid 

solution drop wise with vigorous stirring by magnetic stirrer . The solution was 

then heated to a temperature of  ٨٠°C, while maintaining vigorous stirring until 

the gel is formed and then the contained water is evaporated, and the dried gel is 

annealed at temperatures of  ٢٠٠ °C. 
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١٢-٣  The preparation of the ferrites 

         The following description  process is typical for the manufacture of our 

range of soft ferrites. 

١-١٢-٣  Ferrite formulas  

              Several samples of ferrites are prepared using the following formulas:   

(ZnO)x(Fe٢O٣)١-x  

(ZnO)x(CuO)١-x( Fe٢O٣ ) where the value of  x  being (١-٠). 

 

٢-١٢-٣  Stoichiometric calculations  

             The appropriate weight percentage of each oxide to be mixed for 

different composition is calculated by the following formula; 

Weight % of oxide = (molecular weight of oxide X required weight of the 

sample)/(sum of the molecular weight of the given composition). 

 

٣-١٢-٢  Proportions of the composition 

          The weights of oxides powder needed to prepare the required formula are 

given in table (٤-٣). 

Table (٤-٣) Symbols of ferrites prepared 

Chemical formula Sample Chemical formula Sample 

 (CuO) (Fe٢O٣) C١ (Fe٢O٣) F١ 

(ZnO)٠.٢ (CuO)٠.٨ (Fe٢O٣) C٢ (ZnO)٠.٢ (Fe٢O٣)٠.٨ F٢ 

(ZnO)٠.٤ (CuO)٠.٦ (Fe٢O٣) C٣ (ZnO)٠.٤ (Fe٢O٣)٠.٦ F٣ 

(ZnO)٠.٦ (CuO)٠.٤ (Fe٢O٣) C٤ (ZnO)٠.٦ (Fe٢O٣)٠.٤ F٤ 

(ZnO)٠.٨ (CuO)٠.٢ (Fe٢O٣) C٥ (ZnO)٠.٨ (Fe٢O٣)٠.٢ F٥ 

(ZnO) (Fe٢O٣) C٦ (ZnO)  F٦ 
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٤-١٢-٣  Mixing 

              Weighing of raw materials is very important and should be done with 

great care. For weighing, electronic analytical balance with accuracy up to ٤-١٠ g  

is used. The care is taken to check the zero setting before weighing the powders 

on the balance. A small error in weighing may change moler ratios of raw 

material and finally the properties. The powders are mixed to obtain a uniform 

distribution of the components. These are mixed using a variable speed electric 

mixer for two hours for the purpose of obtaining a homogeneous mixture and 

the non-agglomerated mixtures  are then dried in an oven at ٨٠ °C for ٢ hours. 

٥-١٢-٣ Equipment (mold) 

             There are many types of equipments used in powder compacting. These 

are the molds. A mold is designed for the manufacture of samples in the form of 

pellet  in diameter (٩mm) and thickness (٥mm) and the weight of the sample is 

(١.٣ g) . It uses hydraulic press with a pressure of ٧٠٠-٥٠٠ psi, and the diameter 

of the mold used (١cm) with a hight of (٣cm). 

٦-١٢-٣  Forming 

               Since ferrite parts are formed by pressing. The granules are poured in 

to a suitable die and then compressed, and a so-called (green) product is formed. 

It is still very fragile and requires sintering to obtain the final ferrite properties. 

It is preferable to have a  powder of various sizes of particles which increases 

the durability and fills in the spaces between the big Particles. 

٧-١٢-٣  Sintering  

           The (green) cores are loaded on refractory plates (pure alumina container) 

and sintered at temperature of (٩٠٠ ,٨٠٠ and ١٠٠٠ °C) depending on the ferrite 

grade for four hours. A linear shrinkage of  up to ٢٠٪ (٥٠٪ in volume) takes 

place. The sintering can be done in tunnel kilns having a fixed temperature in 

box kilns. Ferrites are usually made by sintering them at the sintering 

temperature so that the reactions take place between the carefully mixed raw 

materials, mostly oxides or carbonates, which lead to ferrite formation where O٢ 
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exchange between ferrite and the furnace atmosphere affects its magnetic, 

electrical and mechanical properties. Figure (١٠-٣) shows the ceramic method of 

ferrite preparation . 
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                Figure (١٠-٣) Method for ceramic ferrites preparation 

 

١٣-٣   Measurements and testing 

١-١٣-٣ X-ray diffraction 

            Testing of X-ray diffraction of the oxides prepared by using a diffraction 

X-ray type (XRD-٦٠٠٠) with an accelerating voltage of (٦٠ KV), of the 

SHIMADZU company (JAPAN) that generates X-ray wavelength (١.٥٤٠٦ Å) to 

the source of the target (Cu) and within range of angular (٢  =٢٠º-٦٠º). 

٢-١-١٣-٣  Calculation of crystallite size from X-ray diffraction  

              Detailed knowledge of crystallite size, shape and strain in a finely 

divided powder often helps to correlate many physical properties of a system 

undergoing transformation in a solid-state reaction. X-ray line broadening 

analysis provides a method of finding bulk average size of coherently diffracting 
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domains and root mean square (r.m.s) strain. The average crystallite size (D) 

from X-ray line broadening has been calculated using (٢-٢) equation [٧٠,٧١]. 

٣-١-١٣-٣  Density measurement from X-ray diffraction  

           The X-ray density of the samples have been computed from the values of 

lattice parameters using the formula [٦]: 

     .……………………………………………………………….(١-٣)      

where ٨ represents the number of molecules in a unit cell of a spinal lattice, M 

the molecular weight of the sample, N the Avogadro's number and (a) represents 

the lattice constant of the sample. The lattice constant (a) of the structure was 

calculated using the equation [٥٩]: 

a =d (     …………………………………………………...(٢-٣) 

٢-١٣-٣  Scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

              The scanning electron microscope (SEM) uses a focused beam of high-

energy electrons to generate a variety of signals at the surface of solid 

specimens. The signals that derive from electron sample interactions reveal 

information about the sample including external morphology (texture), chemical 

composition, and crystalline structure and orientation of materials making up the 

sample. In most applications, data are collected over a selected area of the 

surface of the sample, and a ٢-dimensional image is generated that displays 

spatial variations in these properties. Areas ranging from approximately ١ cm to 

٥ microns in width can be imaged in a scanning mode using conventional SEM 

techniques (magnification ranging from ٢٠X to approximately ٣٠,٠٠٠X, spatial 

resolution of ٥٠ to ١٠٠ nm).The SEM is also capable of performing analyses of 

selected point locations on the sample, this approach is especially useful in 

qualitatively or semi-quantitatively determining chemical compositions[٣١].  

The scanning electron microscope used in imaging the nanoparticles is a 

VEGA//EasyProbe which is a favorable combination of a scanning electron 

microscope and a fully integrated energy dispersive X-ray microanalyser 

produced by TESCAN, s.r.o., Libušina trída ٢١. 
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٣-١٣-٣  Electrical tests 

           To study the electrical properties of the prepared ferrite especially at high 

frequencies, we have to test the electrical resistivity of the prepared samples. 

١-٣-١٣-٣ measurement of electrical resistivity   

              Resistivity: This is the electrical resistance of a ferrite core, having a 

constant cross-sectional area and its unit is ohm-cm. In the present work The 

surface of the pellets is cleaned by grinding with SiC paper in order to remove 

any contamination and then used to study the room temperature resistivity, silver 

paste is used to coat the polished pellets to provide electrical contacts. DC -

resistivity is measured by a two-probe method using LCR meter. We apply the 

relationship (٦-٢) to measure  The electrical resistivity. 

٤-١٣-٣  Magnetic test 

 Magnetic flux density(B)- this is defined as the number of magnetic lines if 

force passing through a unit area of cross-section. 

Coercive force (Hc)-it is the magnetizing field strength (H) required to bring the 

magnetic flux density (B) of a magnetizes material to zero. It’s unit is oersted 

[٢٩]. To measure the hysteresis loop The values of magnetic field strength and 

magnetic induction can be measured indirectly by monitoring the applied current 

I in the transformer coil and the induced magnetic flux ɸ through the core and 

taking into account the relations [٦٣]. 

……………………………………………………………………(٣-٣) 

  …………………………………………………………….…….(٤-٣) 

          where N١, N٢ are the number of turns in primary and secondary coils  

respectively, L is the inductance of a coil, A is the cross-section of a 

ferromagnet. The magnetic flux ɸ is calculated as the integral of the voltage us 

induced in the secondary coil. 
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٥-١٣-٣  Mechanical test (Hardness                )       

           Vickers hardness test is used to measure the hardness of ferrite samples , 

it inserts a tool sutures (indenter) in several regions of the surface of the sample . 

Hardness test a very small diamond indenter having pyramidal geometry is 

forced into the surface of the specimen [٦٧,٧٢]. The angle between the faceted 

(١٣٦º) are calculated through the Vickers hardness as follows: 

…………………………………………………..(٣-

٥) 

 Represents the load hanging, d Represents the average impact of diameter. 

       …………………………………….………………..(٣-

٦) 
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١-٤ Introduction 

        This chapter includes results and discussions, calculations for the tests 

(X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscope (SEM), density, porosity, 

hardness, electrical resistivity, hysteresis loop). 

 

٢-٤ Structures Test 

X-Ray  Diffraction method: 

          X-ray diffraction is a versatile, non-destructive analytical method for 

identification and quantitative determination of various crystalline forms, known 

as ‘phases’ of compound present in powder and solid samples. X-Ray diffraction 

patterns are recorded from ٢٠° to ٦٠° (XRD-٦٠٠٠) using Cu Kα (λ=١.٥٤٠٦ Å) 

with an accelerating voltage of(٦٠ KV), of the SHIMADZU company (JAPAN). 

Data are collected with a counting rate of ٥°/min. From XRD the crystallite size 

can be found out by using the scherrer’s formula. 

 

١-٢-٤ XRD pattern of ZnO powder 

      The XRD pattern is obtained by using X-ray diffractometer. The crystal 

planes of (١٠٠), (٠٠٢) and (١٠١) belong to hexagonal system. The crystal 

parameters are (a = ٣.٢٤٩Å and c = ٥.٢٠٦ Å) by using equation (٣-٢) . All 

diffraction data are in good agreement with JCPDS files No.٣٦١٤٥١, no other 

phases are detected, and the diffraction peaks are sharp, and the crystal grows 

completely with high purity. The powders are calcined at (a) ٣٥٠ and (b) ٤٥٠ °C 

for ٢ hours. The XRD pattern of the synthesized ZnO powders are shown in 

Figure (١-٤). 
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(a) calcined at ٣٥٠ °C 

 

 

(b) calcined at ٤٥٠ °C 

 

Figure (١-٤) XRD patterns of ZnO calcined  at (a) ٣٥٠ °C, (b) ٤٥٠ °C 
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        Figures (١-٤) (a) and (b) show the XRD patterns of ZnO samples calcined 

at ٣٥٠ °C and ٤٥٠ °C respectively It is very clear that the major reflections 

between ٣٠°and ٤٠° (٢θ values) indicate more crystalline regions in the zinc 

oxide sample, also the less intense peaks at ٦٣ ,°٥٧ ,°٤٨° and ٧٠° (٢θ values) 

indicate the high crystallinity of ZnO samples. The detailed analysis of the XRD 

and the assignments of various reflections are given in the Tables (١-٤-a) and  

(١-٤-b). 

Table (١-٤-a) Strongest three peaks (calcined at  ٣٥٠ °C) 

Intensity 
(counts) 

FWHM 
(deg) 

d(Å) ٢ Theta 
(deg) 

Peak 
No. 

No. 

١ ٣ ٣٦.٢٤٧٧ ٢.٤٧٦٢ ٠.١٩٥٤٠ ٤٦٧٤ 

٢ ١ ٣١.٧٦٤٨ ٢.٨١٤٧ ٠.١٩٨٠٠ ٢٦٨٣ 

٣ ٢ ٣٤.٤٢١٣ ٢.٦٠٣٣ ٠.١٩٦٨٠ ١٩٨٠ 

 

Table (١-٤-b) Strongest three peaks (calcined at  ٤٥٠ °C) 

Intensity 
(counts) 

FWHM 
(deg) 

d(Å) ٢ Theta 
(deg) 

Peak 
No. 

No. 

١ ٣ ٣٦.٤٠٧٨ ٢.٧٣٢ ٠.١٢٩ ٧٨٠٠٠ 

٢ ١ ٣١.٩٣٠٧ ٢.٩٤٣ ٠.١٢٠٩ ٥١٠٠٠ 

٣ ٢ ٣٤.٥٨٣٣ ٢.٨٦٩ ٠.١١٨٤ ٣٧٠٠٠ 

 

Particle size calculation from x-ray diffraction of ZnO 

        From this study, considering the peak at degrees, average particle size has 

been estimated by using Debye-Scherrer formula (٢-٢). 

(a) for sample calcined at ٣٥٠ °C :  

D =٤١.٨٦ nm 

 

(b) for sample calcined at ٤٥٠ °C : 

D =٦٦.١٩ nm 
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     So the average particle sizes of the ZnO calcined at ٣٥٠ and ٤٥٠ °C are about  

٤١.٨٦ and  ٦٦.١٩ nm  respectively, which demonstrate that the average particle 

sizes increased as the calcining temperature increased. During the calcining the 

diffusion of particle to particle followed by the formation of grain boundary and 

the closing of voids and neck growth proceeds rapidly but powder particles 

remain discrete. The structure recrystallizes and particles diffuse into each other. 

Isolated pores tend to become spheroidal and densification continues at a much 

lower rate. 

In addition, it also demonstrates that the ZnO calcined at lower temperatures 

contains some non-crystals and has smaller crystallite size. This result is 

identical to the result obtained by Liqiang Jing et al (٢٠٠٢) in their preparation 

and characterization of ZnO ultrafine particles [١٢]. They estimate values of  D 

for the ZnO calcined at ٤٣٠ ,٣٢٠ and ٥٥٠ °C to be ١٧.٩ ,١٢.١ and ٢٥.٣ nm, 

respectively. 
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٢-٢-٤  XRD pattern of CuO powder 

           Copper bicarbonate is calcined at (a) ٣٥٠ and (b) ٤٥٠ °C for ٢ hours. The 

XRD patterns of the synthesized CuO powder are shown in Figure (٢-٤) (a)  

and (b) for those calcined at ٣٥٠ °C and ٤٥٠ °C respectively. 

 

(a) calcined at ٣٥٠ °C 

 
 

(b) calcined at ٤٥٠ °C 

Figure (٢-٤) XRD patterns of CuO  calcined at (a) ٣٥٠ °C (b) ٤٥٠ °C 
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        In Figure (٢-٤) the crystal planes of (١١٠), (٠٠٢) and (١١١) belong to 

monoclinic system. All diffraction data are in good agreement with JCPDS files 

No.٩٦١٠١١١٩٥, (a = ٤.٦٧٠٠ Å , b = ٣.٤٣٠٠ Å and c = ٥.١٢٠٠Å) and no other 

phases are detected, and the diffraction peaks are sharp with the crystal growing 

completely with high purity.      

From figure (٢-٤) (a) and ( b) one can see that the XRD patterns of CuO samples 

calcined at ٣٥٠°C and ٤٥٠°C respectively it is very clear that the major 

reflections between ٣٠° and ٤٠°(٢θ values) indicate more crystalline regions in 

the copper oxide sample; besides the less intense peaks at ٥٣.٤ ,°٤٨.٧° and ٥٧.٨° 

(٢θ values) indicate the high crystallinity of CuO samples. The detailed analysis 

of the XRD and the assignments of various reflections are given in the Table  

(٢-٤-a) and (٢-٤-b). 

 

Table (٢-٤-a) Strongest three peaks (sample calcined at  ٣٥٠°C) 

Intensity 
(counts) 

FWHM 
(deg) 

d(Å) ٢ Theta 
(deg) 

Peak 
No. 

No. 

١ ٢ ٣٥.٤٨٥١ ٢.٥٢٧٧٢ ٠.٣١٧٢٠ ٢٣٤٥ 

٢ ٣ ٣٨.٦٩٤٤ ٢.٣٢٥١٤ ٠.٣٦٨٠٠ ٢٢٤٨ 

٣ ٤ ٤٨.٧٥٣٠ ١.٨٦٦٣٥ ٠.٣٤٥٩٠ ٥٨٠ 

 
 

Table (٢-٤-b) Strongest ٣ peaks (sample calcined at  ٤٥٠°C) 

Intensity 
(counts) 

FWHM 
(deg) 

d(Å) ٢ Theta 
(deg) 

Peak 
No. 

No. 

١ ٢ ٣٨.٧٢٩٤ ٢.٣٢٣١٢ ٠.٢٩١٢٠ ٢٧١٤ 

٢ ٣ ٣٥.٥٤٣٣ ٢.٥٢٣٧٢ ٠.٢٧٨٣٠ ٢٧١٢ 

٣ ٤ ٤٨.٨٠٩٨ ١.٨٦٤٣١ ٠.٢٨١٦٠ ٧٤٩ 
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         The XRD pattern of figure (٢-٤) which is identical to the single-phase 

CuO with a monoclinic structure, no peaks of impurity are identified. This 

indicates that the synthesis of CuO is of  high purity. The broadening of the 

peaks indicates that the crystal size is small.  

Particle size calculation from x-ray diffraction of CuO 

by using Debye-Scherrer formula (٢-٢): 

(a) for sample calcined at ٣٥٠ °C :  

D =٢٦.٨٣ nm 

(b)  for sample calcined at ٤٥٠ °C : 

D =٢٩.٤٤nm 

Calculations based on Scherrer’s equation lead to mean particle size values of 

٢٦.٨٣ nm for the sample calcined at ٣٥٠°C and of ٢٩.٤٤nm for the sample 

calcined at ٤٥٠ °C. This, however demonstrates that the average particle size 

increased as the calcining temperature increased. This result  agrees with the 

result obtained in the preparation of zinc  oxide. 

 

٣-٢-٤  XRD pattern of Fe٢O٣ powder 

           X-ray diffraction patterns that represent the general behavior of  the 

sample annealed in the temperature of  ٢٠٠oC  will be shown.  This sample  has 

been prepared by the previously described method. The major XRD peak was 

obtained at ٢θ = ٣٣.١٦ while the second major peak is obtained at ٢θ = ٣٥.٦٦. 

For various samples belonging to this range of annealing temperature, the 

relative intensity of these two major peaks lay between ٧٠ to ٨٠ %. The other 

observed peaks are at ٢θ = ٤٩.٧٢ ,٤٠.٨٨, and ٥٤.٠٦. The relative intensities of 

the two major peaks and the other smaller peaks that are observed suggest 

strongly that alpha Fe٢O٣ is the major phase in this material. The lattice 

constants so obtained for this set of alpha Fe٢O٣ nanoparticles are a = b = 

٥.٠٣٥٥ Å and c = ١٣.٧٤٧١ Å. Figure (٣-٤) shows x-ray diffraction of Fe٢O٣. 
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Figure (٣-٤) XRD patterns of Fe٢O٣ prepared and annealed at ٢٠٠ °C 

 

 
       The crystal planes of (١١٠), (١٠٤) and (٠١٢) belong to hexagonal system. 

The crystal parameters are  a = ٥.٠٣٥ Å and c = ١٣.٧٤٧ Å. All diffraction data 

are in good agreement with JCPDS files No.٩٦٢١٠١١٦٨, no other phases are 

detected, and the diffraction peaks are sharp, with crystal growing completely to 

high purity. Table (٣-٤) shows data of strongest three peaks: 

 

Table (٣-٤) Strongest three peaks (Fe٢O٣ prepared and annealed at ٢٠٠oC ) 

Intensity 
(counts) 

FWHM 
(deg) 

d(Å) ٢ Theta 
(deg) 

Peak 
No. 

No. 

١ ٢ ٣٣.١٦٩٣ ٢.٦٩٨٧ ٠.٢٣١٧٠ ٤٥١ 

٢ ٣ ٣٥.٦٦٦٦ ٢.٥١٥٢ ٠.٢١٨٩٠ ٣٦٨ 

٣ ٤ ٥٤,٠٦٨٦ ١.٦٩٤٧ ٠.٢٣٠٠٠ ٢٤٢ 
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Fe٢O٣  particle size calculation from x-ray diffraction  

         Average particle diameter D is obtained from the main peaks using 

Scherrer’s formula (٢-٢) for the peak width broadening as a function of the size 

of the particles. 

D =٣٤.٧٥ nm 

In the current sol-gel method of preparation  we observe that the size of the 

particles depends on three parameters which are : dilution of the solutions, 

concentration of the citric acid solution, and the annealing temperature of the 

dried gel.  

 

٤-٢-٤  Ferrites characterization from x-ray diffraction 

          X-ray diffractometer is used to identify the types of ferrites from their 

crystalline phases. The characteristic pattern of the samples is compared with 

ICDD-JCPDS (The International Centre for Diffraction Data-Joint Committee 

on Powder Diffraction Standards) standard pattern for crystals identification. 

Peak intensity is often examined to quantify the crystalline compound as it 

represents all the scattering of specific compound detected, thus related to both 

structure and composition of the compound. Internal standard method is one of 

the quantitative methods [٧٣]. 

 

     Generally, XRD can be used to characterize the crystallinity of nanoparticles, 

which gives the average diameters of all the nanoparticles. The precipitated fine 

particles are characterized by XRD for structural determination and estimation 

of crystallite size. The lattice constant (a) is computed using the 'd' value and 

with their respective (h k l) parameters. Same ferrites (F٣, F٤, C١, C٢, C٣, C٤, 

C٥, C٦) prepared for the present work are phase analyzed by standard XRD and 

are shown in figure (٤-٤). 
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F٣ 

 

 
 

F٤ 

Figure (٤-٤-a) XRD pattern of (F٣,F٤) ferrites sintered at ١٠٠٠ °C for ٤ hours 
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C١ 

 

 

 
C٢ 

Figure (٤-٤-b) XRD pattern of (C١,C٢) ferrites sintered at ١٠٠٠ °C for ٤ hours 
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C٣ 

 

 

 
 

C٤ 

Figure (٤-٤-c) XRD pattern of (C٣,C٤) ferrites sintered at ١٠٠٠ °C for ٤ hours 
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C٥ 

 

 

 

C٦ 

 

Figure (٤-٤-d) XRD pattern of (C٥,C٦) ferrites sintered at ١٠٠٠ °C for ٤ hours 
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 The lattice parameters and crystallite size of the sintered ferrite specimens are 

evaluated from  XRD analysis. The broad peaks in the XRD patterns indicate a 

fine particle nature of the particles. Table (٤-٤) shows the XRD data of ferrites 

sintered at ١٠٠٠°C. 

Table (٤-٤) XRD data of ferrites calcined at ١٠٠٠ °C (Strongest ٣ peaks) 

١٠٠٠ °C 

Sample ٢ Theta 
(deg) 

d(Å) FWHM 
(deg) 

Intensity 
(counts) 

F٣ 
٥٨٢ ٠.١٦٩٣٠ ٢.٥٣٨٩٩ ٣٥.٣٢٢٤ 

٢٨٥ ٠.١٨١٩٠ ١.٦٢٢٧٤ ٥٦.٦٧٨٥ 

١٩٧ ٠.١٦٦٢٠ ٢.٩٧٥٩١ ٣٠.٠٠١ 

F٤ 
٨٠٧ ٠.١٥٦٨٠ ٢.٥٣٨٢٤ ٣٥.٣٣٣٢ 

٤٩٣ ٠.١٦٩١٠ ١.٦٢٢٥٤ ٥٦.٦٨٦١ 

٣١١ ٠.١٦٤٦٠ ٢.٤٦٩٩٥ ٣٦.٣٤٣٨ 

C١ 
٢١٦ ٠.٢٨٦١٠ ٢.٤٩٠١٤ ٣٦.٠٣٨٩ 

٩٩ ٠.٣٧٧٠٠ ٢.٥٢٠٦٩ ٣٥.٥٨٧٤ 

٨٧ ٠.٤٢٨٧٠ ٢.٥٨٥٨٩ ٣٤.٦٦١٣ 

C٢ 
٤٥٣ ٠.٢٠٣٧٠ ٢.٥١٢٥٦ ٣٥.٧٠٦٤ 

٢٢٧ ٠.٢٠١٦٠ ١.٦٠٧٨٠ ٥٧.٢٥٣٤ 

١٥٠ ٠.١٧٥٦٠ ٢.٩٤٠١٧ ٣٠.٣٧٦٥ 

C٣ 
٥٩٦ ٠.١٧٧٤٠ ٢.٥١٥٩٥ ٣٥.٦٥٦٧ 

٢٤٧ ٠.١٧٣٠٠ ١.٦١١٩٩ ٥٧.٠٩١٢ 

١٧٨ ٠.١٥٣٩٠ ٢.٩٤٥٧٨ ٣٠.٣١٧٣ 

C٤ 
٤٧٠ ٠.١٦٥٥٠ ٢.٥٤١٧٦ ٣٥.٢٨٢٧ 

١٤٤ ٠.١٥٦٨٠ ٢.٩٨٠٢٧ ٢٩.٩٥٨٢ 

١٤١ ٠.١٧٩٨٠ ١.٦٢٢٠٣ ٥٦.٧٠٥٤ 

C٥ 
٨٤٠ ٠.١٥٦٠٠ ٢.٥٤٢١٩ ٣٥.٢٧٦٦ 

٣٤٦ ٠.١٦٣١٠ ١.٦٢٣١٤ ٥٦.٦٦٣٣ 

٢٢٢ ٠.١٥٦٦٠ ٢.٩٧٩٤٤ ٢٩.٩٦٦٧ 

C٦ 
٧٣٤ ٠.١٧٠٣٠ ٢.٥٤٢٨٤ ٣٥.٢٦٧٢ 

٤٢٤ ٠.١٥٨٤٠ ١.٦٢٤٠٧ ٥٦.٦٢٧٧ 

٢٣٠ ٠.١٧٠١٠ ٢.٩٨٠٥٥ ٢٩.٩٥٥٣ 
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    Most modern magnetically soft ferrites have a cubic spinel structure. The 

ZnOX(Fe٢O٣)١-X and (ZnOX CuO١-X Fe٢O٣ ) ferrites  are sintered at ١٠٠٠ °C for ٤ 

hours. XRD patterns show that a single phase ZnOFe٢O٣ ferrite with the cubic 

spinel structure and all the samples demonstrate the high crystalline structure. 

The formation of a spinel crystal structure has been noted on the basis of 

diffraction peaks corresponding to Miller indices of (٢٢٠) and (٣١١), this result 

is identical to the result obtained by J.M. Yang and F.S. Yen (٢٠٠٨)[٢٠]. Which 

confirms the formation of cubic spinel structure.  Figure (٤-٤-a) illustrates 

ferrrites (F٣,F٤) of cubic spinel structure, the results obtained by XRD are in 

good agreement with the JCPDS card (١٠١٢-٢٢). Table (٥-٤) shows the particle 

size of ZnOFe٢O٣ ferrites: 

Table (٥-٤) particle size of  ZnOFe٢O٣ ferrites 

Sample ٢ Theta 
(deg) 

 

d(Å) FWHM 
(deg) 

Particle 
size(nm) 

Cubic 
a(Å) 

 

F٨.٤٢١ ٥٠.٣٦٢ ٠.١٦٩٣٠ ٢.٥٣٨٩٩ ٣٥.٣٢٢٤ ٣ 

F٨.٤٢٨ ٥٤.٢٩٦ ٠.١٥٦٨٠ ٢.٥٣٨٢٤ ٣٥.٣٣٣٢ ٤ 

 

         In ferrite ZnX(Fe٢O٣)١-X, the particle size increases when ZnO increases.  

The lattice constant (a) is found to increase with the increase in zinc oxide 

concentration. The lattice parameter (a) of the cubic structure samples is 

determined by using the relation (٢-٣). 

         In (ZnOXCuO١-X Fe٢O٣ ) ferrites, the solid interaction between CuO and 

Fe٢O٣, leading to the formation of copper ferrite, begins only above ٨٠٠°C to 

١٠٠٠°C. Depending on the cation distribution among the interstitial sites of the 

spinel structure, copper ferrite crystallizes either in a tetragonal or cubic 

symmetry[٥٤].  A single phase is formed for the sample with x = ٠ 

,(CuOFe٢O٣). The diffraction peaks of  Fe٢O٣ disappear completely but a small 

amount of CuO remains as second phase beside the tetragonal copper ferrite, 

for(x = ٠.٤ ,٠.٢ ,٠) figure (٤-٤) illustrates ferrites (C١,C٢,C٣) single phase of 
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tetragonal copper. The samples show all the characteristic peaks of ferrite 

material with most intense peak (٢١١),which confirms the formation of 

tetragonal structure ferrite. This result is identical to the result obtained by 

Kenfack Flaurance  in the study of Cu-Ni-Fe-O system (٢٠٠٤)[٥٤].  

          In   ZnOXCuO١-X Fe٢O٣  ferrites  for (x = ١ ,٠.٨ ,٠.٦), the samples show all 

the characteristic peaks of ferrite material with most intense peak (٣١١), which 

confirms the formation of cubic spinel structure. The results obtained by XRD 

are in good agreement with the JCPDS card (٠٤٢٥-٣٤). The particle size of 

ferrite sample is calculated using Scherrer’s formula and is shown in table (٦-٤) 

together with lattice parameters . 

Table (٦-٤) particle size of ferrites and lattice parameters 

Sample ٢ Theta 
(deg) 

d(Å) FWHM 
(deg) 

particle 
size (nm) 

Cubic  
a(Å) 

 

Tetragonal 
a,c(Å) 

C٣٦.٠٣٨ ١

٩ 

٢.٤٩٠١

٤ 

٠.٢٨٦١

٠ 

٢٩.٨٢  a=٨.٢٧٣, c=١.١٧٣ 

C٣٥.٧٠٦ ٢

٤ 

٢.٥١٢٥

٦ 

٠.٢٠٣٧

٠ 

٤١.٨٦٧  a=٥.٨٨٠,c=٠.٩٥٥ 

C٣٥.٦٥٦ ٣

٧ 

٢.٥١٥٩

٥ 

٠.١٧٧٤

٠ 

٤٩.٦٤  a=٥.٨٩٢, c=٠.٩٥٤ 

C٣٥.٢٨٢ ٤

٧ 

٢.٥٤١٧

٦ 

٠.١٦٥٥

٠ 

٨.٤٣٠ ٥١.٤٨١  

C٣٥.٢٧٦ ٥

٦ 

٢.٥٤٢١

٩ 

٠.١٥٦٠

٠ 

٨.٤٣١ ٥٤.٣٥٢  

C٣٥.٢٦٧ ٦

٢ 

٢.٥٤٢٨

٤ 

٠.١٧٠٣

٠ 

٨.٤٣٤ ٥٠  

 

         From the above data, it turns out that in ferrite (ZnOX CuO١-X Fe٢O٣ ) the 

lowest value of the particle size at x=٠, (CuOFe٢O٣) without ZnO ,and the 

particle size increases when  ZnO increases .In ferrite C٦ as x = ١ the particle 

size of (٥٠ nm) with formula ( ZnOFe٢O٣) without CuO. The lattice constant (a) 

is found to increase with the increase in zinc oxide concentration. In tetragonal 

structure ferrite, the lattice parameters (a,c) are calculated using the relation[٥٩]. 
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٣-٤  Scanning electron microscope (SEM) test 

        The morphology and image of powder samples are done by scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) type VEGA//EasyProbe which is a favorable 

combination of a scanning electron microscope. 

 

١-٣-٤ SEM of ZnO powder calcined at ٣٥٠ °C 

         The SEM images of the ZnO sample prepared by precipitation methods 

and calcined at ٣٥٠ °C are shown in figure (٥-٤). 

 

 

Figure (٥-٤) SEM images of ZnO  powders  calcined at ٣٥٠°C 

 

The figure above  shows that a network formation and agglomeration has taken 

place. The study of  SEM micrograph reveals less number of pores with smaller 

lump size.The SEM micrographs clearly shows the microstructural homogeneity 

and remarkably dense mode of packing of grains of ZnO nanoparticles with 

minimum porosity.  
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٢-٣-٤ SEM of CuO powder calcined at ٣٥٠ °C 

          Figure (٦-٤) shows the SEM image of the synthesized CuO sample 

prepared and calcined at ٣٥٠°C. In which homogeneous system with 

agglomerates of submicronic particles is observed. 

 
 

Figure (٦-٤) SEM image of CuO powders  calcined at ٣٥٠     

It can also be observed that the powders are composed of non-agglomerated 

spherical particles, with the formation of soft agglomerates with irregular  

morphology constituting the quite fine particles. The study of SEM micrographs 

reveals a less number of pores with smaller lump size. This result is similar to 

the result obtained by Yu Li (٢٠٠٨) [٧٤], in the Synthesis of Copper (II) Oxide 

Particle for Hydrogen Generater catalysts. Which is shown in figure (٧-٤) SEM 

image of CuO. 

  

(٧-٤) SEM image of CuO[٧٤]. 
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We can also see from the above image a spherical particles of CuO [٧٤]. 

 

 

 

٣-٣-٤ SEM of CuO powder calcined at ٤٥٠ °C 

          Figure (٨-٤) shows the SEM images of CuO sample prepared and calcined 

at ٤٥٠°C, where we can observe that the powders are composed of non-

agglomerated flower shape nanoparticle CuO. 

 

 

Figure (٨-٤) SEM images of CuO powders  calcined at ٤٥٠°C. 

This result is similar to the result obtained by Li Zhang et al (٢٠١١) [٧٥]. Figure 

(٩-٤) Shows SEM image of CuO with flower nanoparticle shape formation. 

 

Figure (٩-٤) CuO flower nanoparticle [٧٥].  

SEM image reveals that a large number of CuO flower shape are formed. 
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٤-٣-٤  SEM of Fe٢O٣nano particle prepared by sol-gel method                     

Figure (١٠-٤) shows the SEM image of Fe٢O٣  powder annealed at ٢٠٠ °C. 

 

 

Figure (١٠-٤) SEM image of Fe٢O٣ powders  annealed at ٢٠٠ °C. 

 

        Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrograph image of  Fe٢O٣ shows a 

homogeneous system with agglomerates of submicronic particles. SEM 

micrographs of  Fe٢O٣ also reveal a great decrease of particle size, and a loss of 

the original morphology of the particles. It also reveals a decrease in 

calcinations temperature resulting to particles being finer and more uniform as 

we observe in figure. The resulting powder consists of small irregularly shaped 

agglomerates. 
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٥-٣-٤  SEM of ferrites sintering at ١٠٠٠ °C      

           Figure (١١-٤) shows the SEM images of ZnOX(Fe٢O٣)١-X and (ZnOX 

CuO١-X Fe٢O٣ ) ferrites  sintered at ١٠٠٠°C for ٤ hours. 

     

                F١                                          F٣                                  F٥ 

 

 

     
 

                      C١                                      C٣                                         C٥ 

 

Figure (١١-٤) SEM images of ferrites (F١,F٣,F٥,C١,C٣,C٥)  sintered at ١٠٠٠ °C  
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    Scanning electron microscope (SEM) applied to samples sintered  at ١٠٠٠°C 

is used to determine the lump size. From the micrograph, we can observe the 

formation of soft agglomerates with irregular morphology constituting the quite 

fine particles. The study of SEM micrographs reveals a less number of pores 

with smaller lump size, and a homogeneous system with agglomerates of 

submicronic particles. Since the ceramic method involves sintering of the 

stoichiometric mixtures at high temperatures, the crystallites are in order of 

micrometer with relatively smooth surface. The aggregate of crystallites of 

various sizes indicates a size distribution in the micrographs. The variation in 

size of the particles among the different  samples is due to the difference in 

processing temperatures. When the ferrite powders with more crystalline content 

are used for samples sintered at high temperatures, the local shrinkage speed is 

much higher than the densification speed of the ceramics. 

 

      SEM micrograph of Fe٢O٣ pellet shows the grain boundary of the sample 

(F١,F٣) being sintered at ١٠٠٠°C. The grains are more or less spherical in shape 

and there is grain size distribution over different samples prepared by the 

ceramic method. The rate of grain growth and the resultant microstructure 

depend in a complex way on many factors, such as the sintering temperature, the 

oxygen partial pressure, and stoichiometry. 
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٤-٤  Density test 

Calculation of ferrites density at different temperatures. 

             Experimentally,density measurements are performed using Archimedes’ 

principle. The errors associated with this method derive mainly from thermal, 

surface effects pore presence and specimen size. Density of the sintered samples 

is  measured by Archimedes method using distilled water as fluid medium. The 

apparent density is shown in table (٧-٤). 

Table (٧-٤) apparent density of ferrites 

Sample Density 
g/cm٣ 

at ٨٠٠°C 

Density 
g /cm٣ 

at ٩٠٠°C 

Density 
g /cm٣ 

at ١٠٠٠°C 

F٤.٨٢١ ٤.٧١١ ٤.٦٣١ ١ 

F٤.٧٨٠ ٤.٥٠٧ ٤.٤٥٠ ٢ 

F٤.٥٢١ ٤.٢٠٨ ٣.٦٥٥ ٣ 

F٣.٨٠٩ ٣.٥٩٣ ٣.٣٦٥ ٤ 

F٤.٣١٢ ٣.٨٤٣ ٣.٣٦٢ ٥ 

F٣.٨٣٣ ٣.٤٣٩ ٣.٠٢٠ ٦ 

C٤.٧٣٤ ٤.٥٧٩ ٣.٩٧١ ١ 

C٤.٨٩٢ ٣.٩٣٥ ٣.٣١٨ ٢ 

C٤.٤٥١ ٤.٢٨٠ ٣.٩٤١ ٣ 

C٤.٨٩٥ ٤.٢٨٨ ٣.٩٨٨ ٤ 

C٤.٣٢١ ٣.٨٧٦ ٣.٢٢٧ ٥ 

C٤.٨٦١ ٣.٩٦٢ ٣.٢٣٦ ٦ 

 
        There is an increase in the density and shrinkage of the sintered pellets with 

an increase of, time and temperature, but the porosity shows otherwise. This 

table confirms that the density properties increase with the increase of the 

sintering time and temperature. 
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٥-٤ Calculation of porosity from actual sintered density at ١٠٠٠ 

°C 

       The X-ray density (Ideal density (DX) ) of the samples has been computed 

from the values of  lattice parameters using the formula (١-٣).  

The apparent density is calculated by Archimedes method (Actual density (D)) 

and the calculation of porosity  using the formula (٥-٢). Porosity of ferrite is 

shown in table (٨-٤). 

Table (٨-٤) porosity of ferrites 

Sample X-ray density 
(DX) g/cm٣ 

Actual density 
(D) g/cm٣ 

D/DX ١-D/DX Porosity % 
 

F١٤.٧ ٠.١٤٧ ٠.٨٥٣ ٤.٥٢١ ٥.٣ ٣ 

F٢٨.١ ٠.٢٨١ ٠.٧١٩ ٣.٨٠٩ ٥.٣ ٤ 

C٣٠.١ ٠.٣٠١ ٠.٦٩٩ ٤.٨٩٥ ٧ ٤ 

C٣٠.٦ ٠.٣٠٦ ٠.٦٩٤ ٤.٨٦١ ٧ ٦ 

 

 The data in table (٨-٤) clarify that the value of porosity varies between ٣٠-١٤ % 

and its value is related to the particle size. Moreover, the change in the porosity 

for all investigated samples is due to the change in the X-ray density; another 

reason might be the difference in the melting point of the oxides used, i.e. the 

melting point of CuO (١٣٢٦ °C) is lower than that of Fe٢O٣ (١٥٦٦ °C). 

The difference in sintering procedures used for each method also lead to a 

change in the number of pores, which is smallest in the ceramic method as the 

result of individual grains coming closer to each other which cause an increase 

in the effective area of grain-to-grain contact. 
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٦-٤  Mechanical test ( Hardness ) 

        Another mechanical property which is important to consider is "hardness", 

which is a measure of a material resistance to localized plastic deformation  

(a small dent or a scratch). Early hardness tests are based on natural minerals 

with a scale constructed solely on the ability of one material to scratch another 

that is softer. Vickers hardness (V.H) is used to measure the hardness of ferrite 

samples. The hardness of ferrites is shown in table (٩-٤). 

Table (٩-٤) Vickers hardness test of  ferrites 

Sample  
Sintered at ٨٠٠°C 

 
Sintered at ٩٠٠°C 

 
Sintered at ١٠٠٠°C 

F٢٢٣ ٢١٨ ٢١٠ ٢ 

F٢٣٠ ٢٢١ ٢١٧ ٣ 

F٢٦٩ ٢٦١ ٢٥٣ ٥ 

C٢٨٠ ٢٧١ ٢٦٥ ١ 

C٣٢٣ ٣١٩ ٣١٢ ٣ 

C٣٣٩ ٣٣٢ ٣٢١ ٥ 

 

         Ferrites are dense, homogeneous magnetic materials made by mixing iron 

oxides with elements of metals such as manganese, zinc, nickel and copper. 

Table (٩-٤) shows the dependence of ferrite hardness on the temperature of the 

heat treatment. It seems that the amount ferrite hardness increases at about 

٩٠٠°C and near ١٠٠٠ °C . The hardness value of a ferrite system also depends 

on the metal content. The hardness value increases with the increase in metal 

content. In ferrite ( F٢,F٣,F٥ ) hardness increases when ZnO increases ,as 

previously mentioned in ferrites (C١,C٣,C٥) hardness. The decrease in the 

hardness of  ZnOCuO Fe٢O٣ ferrite system is attributed to the lower hardness 

value of CuO as compared to the base metal in the system .  
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٧-٤ Electrical resistivity measurement of ferrites 

       Resistivity of ferrites is known to depend upon the purity of the starting 

materials and the preparation details such as sintering temperature. The electrical 

resistivity of ferrites is shown in table (١٠-٤). 

Table (١٠-٤) The electrical resistivity of ferrites  

Symbol Electrical Resistivity 
(Ω.cm) at ٨٠٠°C 

Electrical Resistivity 
(Ω.cm) at ٩٠٠°C 

Electrical Resistivity 
(Ω.cm) at ١٠٠٠°C 

F٧.٥ ٢ x ١٠٦ 
٤.١ x ١٠٦ 

١.٥ x ١٠٦ 

F٤.٧ ٣ x ١٠٦ 
١.٣ x ٠.٧ ١٠٦ x ١٠٦ 

F٢.٨ ٥ x ١٠٦ 
١.١ x ١٠٦ 

٠.٢ x١٠٦ 

C٨.٥ ١ x١٠٤ 
٦.٢ x١٠٤ 

٤.٧ x ١٠٤ 

C٩.٥ ٣ x ١٠٤ 
٧.٣ x ١٠٤ 

٤.٩ x١٠٤ 

C٠.١ ٥x ٨.٢  ١٠٥ x ١٠٤ 
٥.٤ x١٠٦ 

 

Table (١٠-٤) lists the variations of the electrical resistivity measured at room 

temperature and the values of resistivity of ferrites of different compositions 

sintered at various temperatures. According to the above arguments, the 

resistivity of the ferrites is expected to decrease with the increasing sintering 

temperature. However, a reverse trend is observed in the present work for 

sintering temperatures to about ١٠٠٠°C. This indicates that some factors other 

than those considered above are also important in determining the resistivity of 

ferrite ceramics. The grain size, grain boundaries, porosity and stoichiometry are 

important factors in this regard. That is why samples sintered at lower 

temperatures which have smaller grain sizes exhibit higher values of resistivity, 

that resistivity of a polycrystalline material, in general, increases with the 

decreasing grain size. Smaller grains imply larger number of insulating grain 

boundaries which act as barriers to the flow of electrons. Smaller grains also 
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imply smaller grain-to-grain surface contact area and therefore a reduced 

electron flow. Higher values of resistivity for ZnO ferrites have lower zinc 

contents. The decrease in resistivity in samples sintered above ١٠٠٠ °C is 

attributed to the formation of Fe٢ + phase. The formation of Fe٢ + gives rise to 

electron hopping between Fe٢+ and Fe٣+ ions which brings about a reduction in 

resistivity [٧٦].At higher sintering temperatures, loss of zinc takes place due to 

volatilization, zinc volatilization at high temperatures results in the formation of 

Fe٢ + ions there by increasing the electron hopping and reducing the resistivity. 

         High resistivity ferrites with low eddy current losses are required from the 

technological applications point of view. The electrical resistivity of ferrites has 

been normally found to increase on doping or substituting for other oxides. The 

electrical resistivity is increased due to the increasing of the separation between 

the magnetic ions whereas the number of charge carriers remains unchanged. 
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٨-٤  Hysteresis loop measurement of ferrites 

        The hysteresis  loop is, in fact, a state of magnetization of a solid material 

registered as a function of  the strength and direction of the magnetizing field. 

The exhibited loops suggest that the nano ferrite powders are basically 

superparamagnetic materials ,which means that each nano particle is a single 

magnetic domain individually characterized by spontaneous magnetization 

(ferromagnetic). Figure (١٢-٤) shows the hysteresis loop of (F٣)ferrites. 

  

F٣ at ٩٠٠ °C 
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F٣ at ١٠٠٠ °C 

Figure (١٢-٤) hysteresis loop of (F٣) ferrites sintering at ١٠٠٠ ,٩٠٠ °C 

 

F٥ at ٩٠٠ °C 
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F٥ at ١٠٠٠ °C 

Figure (١٣-٤) hysteresis loop of (F٥) ferrites sintering at ١٠٠٠ ,٩٠٠ °C. 

 

     The figures above shows narrow hysteresis loop for F٣, F٥ ferrite at ١٠٠٠ 

°C. Also it showes narrow hysteresis loop when ZnO increases for F٥ ferrite, 

because of  the insulating properties of ZnO material which cause to the 

resistance increases and eddy currents decrease, and thereby improving the 

magnetic properties. For the sample F٣ which sintered at ٩٠٠ °C the value of 

remnant magnetization (Br) was ٠.٠٣١ T ,and the Coercive force Hc=٤٦ A/m 

,but for the same sample sintered at ١٠٠٠ °C it seemed that Br and Hc decreased 

to Br =٠.٠٢٨ T  ,Hc=٣٥.٥  A/m respectively with the sintering temperatures 

increase. for the sample F٥ it showed an inverse characteristics with the 

sintering temperatures increase these are Br =٠.٠١٧ T   ,Hc=١١.٣  A/m at ٩٠٠ 

°C and Br =٠.٠٥ T, Hc=١٣.٣  A/m at ١٠٠٠ °C 

Figure (١٤-٤) shows the hysteresis loop of (C٣) ferrites. 
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C٣ at ٩٠٠ °C 

 

C٣ at ١٠٠٠ °C 

Figure (١٤-٤) hysteresis loop of (C٣) ferrites sintering at ٩٠٠,١٠٠٠ °C 
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C٦ at ٩٠٠ °C 

 

C٦ at ١٠٠٠ °C 

Figure (١٥-٤) hysteresis loop of (C٦) ferrites sintering at ٩٠٠,١٠٠٠ °C 

         The figure above shows narrow hysteresis loop for  C٣, C٦ ferrite at ١٠٠٠ 

°C, and narrow hysteresis loop for C٦ ferrites compared to that of  C٣ by the 

increasing in ZnO and  decreasing in CuO percentage, and due to insulating 

properties of ZnO material which cause to resistance increases and eddy currents 

decrease ,thereby improving the magnetic properties.For the sample C٣ sintered 

at ٩٠٠ °C the value of remnant magnetization (Br) is  ٠.٢٠٢ T, and the Coercive 

force Hc=٢٤.٦ A/m, but for the same sample sintered at ١٠٠٠ °C it seemed that 

Br decreased ٠.٠٩٢ T, and Hc=٢٥.٥  A/m, it showed  Br  decrease when 

sintering temperatures increased.for the sample C٦ it showed Br =٠.٠٣٧ T  

,Hc=٤٤.٧  A/m at ٩٠٠ °C and Br =٠.٠٥ T , Hc=١٣.٣  A/m at ١٠٠٠ °C 
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CONCLUSIONS 

١- The average particle size has been estimated using Debye-Scherrer formula 

with the average particle sizes being increased as the calcining temperature 

increases. 

٢- [ZnOX(Fe٢O٣)١-X] soft ferrites have a cubic spinel structure, and the particle 

size increases when ZnO increases. The lattice constant (a) is found to 

increase with the increase in zinc oxide concentration. 

٣- Zinc copper ferrite (ZnOXCuO١-X Fe٢O٣ ) crystallizes either in a tetragonal 

or cubic symmetry. 

٤- SEM micrographies show that a network formation of the ZnO has taken 

place with less number of pores with smaller lump size. 

٥- SEM images of the synthesized CuO sample with spherical particles is 

obtained for the sample calcined at ٣٥٠°C. 

٦- We can observe that the powders are composed of non-agglomerated 

flower synthesis of CuO for the sample calcined at ٤٥٠°C . 

٧- There is an increase in the density and shrinkage of the sintered pellets with 

an increase of the sintering conditions such as time and temperature. 

٨- The ferrite hardness increases with the increasing of the sintering 

temperatures. 

٩- The resistivity of the ferrites is observed to decrease with the increase in 

sintering temperature. 
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Future work 

١-The use of other techniques to prepare (ZnO, CuO, Fe٢O٣) for different nano-

forms. 

٢- Preparing ferrites with ratios of (٠.٥ ,٠.٣ ,٠.١) oxides. 

 ٣- Sintering of ferrites at temperatures (١١٠٠,١٢٠٠) °C. 

٤- Using  TEM tests for ferrites to  know the granular size in smaller  size. 

٥- Test of the thermal conductivity and  dielectric constant for the prepared 

ferrites.   
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  ا�����

����ا ا���� �� ����� �� ھ�         �) CuO() ،او�)�� ا�+��س ZnO( او�)�� ا�'&% دن "! �ا��� ا

3 -1��0/�ام ط�345 ا���89ل )Fe٢O٣( 5%وا�)�� ا����5  ط�345 ا�12���0��0/�ام ���. و;� ;�+� ا�:  ا��

1��0/�ام ھ�ه ا�����0�ت وا�Cة "D . ا�?�ا15��0/�ام ط�345 ���D5 ا��)�B�Cا�+�&A01 358+�@ ا�?�ا05�ت  =

�ط�)�3ا��8اد ا��G�3 ا��F 3?+A�D ا�+H�3 ا��I�"8اد ا�)��ا�3 .�G" 3�J89+I� وھ� "8اد �GK8اLو .

  !" 3�M����3 ا�?�'5�1�3�M ا��GIو"�3 ا�����3 وا��4��ط�)�3 ا�+H�ذ35 ا��4�تا�+?��O0��1 3�G" ��0��  3K�Lو 

4�ت ا��O0ا� P�1�3�M و1�GI8=ت ا���3 ;89ب ا�R�+K �� 3�(ط��+H"و�GI�D" 3����   ذات ا��0ددات ا�

 )١٠٠KHz-- GHz(.  ا ا�����و�� ھ D" D�R8& ����� ت���% UR�5 ��اT5 ا�'& اSول ا�?�ا05

[ZnOX(Fe٢O٣)١-X]  %&ز �&��س ���ات  -وا�!�&ZnOXCuO١-X Fe٢O٣ ]  [ ���C �� �����ھ

B�C�� ا��)�J89+I� 3450/�ام ط��� ,٠.٦ ,٠.٤ ,٠.٢ ,٠=x)2 وز&�345�O� +1) 3?90/" 3 ا���(ا"�3�Iا /1

�3 ا�)�+�3 (;� .و )١ ,٠.٨X=8د ا�C ا�0/�ام ��(XRD  358&�05�ت اوا�?��ZK8 ا�89�0ر �9:)���ت ا�+

�ب . و���% ا�����ة(C �� 3د���C8� ��C[ ا&\ 1�زد5�د  .��Xر د�5�ي "��ل ;�O ا�:)��3 1��0/�ام "

3Jا��89رة در �:C 9)+3 5'دادIاة ا��C.  ا��89رة �:C ن��&C  T°  ٤٥٠و  C°٣٥٠ ZnO  �+R �ـ���% ��

�ن C:� ا��89رة �aن  CuO �ـ1��+)�3  أ"�. U9R ا�80ا�� nm ٦٦.١٩  و   ٤١.٨٦�٢٦.٨٣ nm  �+R

٣٥٠°C  ا��89رة �:C٢٩.٤٤وnm   ارة�C 3Jدر �+R٤٥٠  °C. �;�0و&� اا�0/� �� وI�=ا �G:�م ا�

�9� �9L2 ا��ا��ذات C:� د;�ZnO  ��HK �4M �ـ�+�ت C8� ��C[ ان ا��0��2 ا����ZK8� b ا��0

 39�9; 3�"�� U9R ��ا��2و")+9AC �;و35 ،و�� spherical زھ�35و flower ا�  Ic  ـ�CuO  �� �;و.

�ھ�35 d3 ا���!Iب ا���ت إنو���D  ا�0/�ام ;��Rة ارL���س ��)+���ش ا��I&3 وا��!Iا� �Gد�gK %��� و

4�وة ا��8اد وU9R در3J  .ارة5'داد 1�زد5�د در3J ا���& U9R ��0�� �G&h� ت�1�3�M �9?�ا05�GIو"�3 ا��أ"� ا��4

 D��0� ا���ارة�G&9)+3 إIارة ا��C 3Jد در�349  �4  1�زد5C B�F ]C89� 3�(ط��+H�3 �8/9اص ا��(+��1 �. ا"

�) ا�G)�0ةG0C��ن ")A4&)  ت��ن ���% �C8[ &4وC° ١٠٠٠    �1ر�C 3Jارة   F٥ ,F٣ �9?�ا05A

 3C�("  T5�0ة �9?�ا(G349 ا�CF٥  3�(& د�1�زد5ZnO ت�� ��ا05GI90�� �0ل ا�'��ت ا�?A� ا�d& %&'ا� 

4�و" وار�?�ع"�G0� 3�M�1�GI�94   ا�� Uدي ا�k� �0رات ا��وا"3 ا���ط�)�3 . �D�(��lM ا�/Aوا��0+H�ا�  
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